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Robert T. Blake, Class of “49 

speaks from experience when he says, 

“AtU.S. Steel, th iti limited.” tU.S. Steel, the opportunities are unlimited. 
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Bob Blake had his first experience in ing provided he has the right attitude of all industries.” 
steel mills working there during sum- and is willing.” If you are interested in a challeng- 
mer vacations from college. After re- Promoted again in 1954, Mr. Blake ing and rewarding career with United 
ceiving his B.S. degree in Electrical is now Foreman—Electric Shop in States Steel and feel you are quali- 
Engineering, he became an operating Central Maintenance. Supervising a fied, further information is available 
trainee in U.S. Steel’s Irvin Works. crew of 40 men, he is responsible for from your college placement direc- 
During his training program, his electrical construction work, mainte- tor. Or, we will gladly send you 
background and versatility were used nance and crane wiring. Mr. Blake our informative booklet, “Paths of 
by the Training Division to develop feels he is in “an interesting and Opportunity.” Just write to United 
a training program for Electrical challenging field of work.” He has States Steel Corporation, Personnel 
Maintenance employees. By the end found that “U.S. Steel is a highly de- Division, Room 1622, 525 William 
of 1951, Mr. Blake had become a sirable employer in this most basic Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 
Foreman with experience in both 

Cold Reduction Maintenance and gee tHe unrreD STATES STEEL HOUR. It’s a full-hour TV program the Galvanizing Department. presented every other week by United States Steel. Consult your local 
Effort is made to have young engi- newspaper for time and station, 

neers obtain varied experience be- 

fore devoting themselves to one field. 
Mr. Blake feels that, “An engineer- F F [ 
ing graduate has practically no ceil- 

AMERICAN BRIDGE . . AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE 
OIL WELL SUPPLY . . TENNESSEE COAL & IRON . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 

UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. * UNION SUPPLY COMPANY + UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY * UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY
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“ELECTRIC BLANKET” «- § a? SS 
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ARCTIC AIRCRAFT — —. <= As = 
AKRON, OHIO — Now available to — ow ee GS hCUD Cl SC. 4 > 

aircraft on the northernmost fron- OS “dha i &= 

tier of our air defense network is So ,. / , a a. 

new protection from severe in-flight ee Se a ie. CO Ke? 

icing dangers. The secret is a revo- = ee Se J oe COO = 

lutionary electrothermal deicing | aye, a 
system conceived by The National § rrr Fee“ Se “i . 
Research Council of Canada and : : Fs i Ll 
developed for aircraft by Goodyear. _ =. f-> 4 ee ~ e = 

Goodyear engineers produced rub- oo : : — i Ce Py 

ber-covered heating units flexible " ~ ~~ ° . . ° ° " 

enough to be easily applied to the Here, engineers are given the free- _ ates will give you a solid foundation 

compound contours of modern jet | dom of thought and expression they upon which to Select a challenging 

aircraft. Known as the Iceguard, need for the practical application of career in research and development, 

this rubber “electric blanket” defies their new ideas. This imaginative | design and production, sales and 

biting rain, hail and ice. approach, encouraged by Goodyear __ service. For, with 27 plants in the 

By combining the Iceguard with the Management and supervised by United States and 26 plants in 19 

new electromechanical ice detector many of industry’s leading technical foreign countries, Goodyear offers 

and Control System of PSC Applied men, has been an important factor you the know-how, experience and 

Research, Ltd., operation is fully in establishing Goodyear as “the security of the largest rubber com- 

automatic. The pilot is completely greatest name in rubber.” pany in the world. 

freed from icing worries. Another Today’s greater dependence upon For further information on your 

tribute to the teamwork for which technology means that now, more career opportunities at Goodyear, 

Goodyear engineers have become _ than ever, Goodyear offers a world _— contact your Placement Officer or 

famous. of opportunity to young engineers. write: Technical Personnel, Dept. 

Significant developments like this The Goodyear Management Train- 806-W, The Goodyear Tire & Rubber 

are “par for the course” at Goodyear. ing Program for Technical Gradu- Company, Akron 16, Ohio. 

ee Recreation a Major Activity at Goodyear 

| een i . = “All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.” Here at Goodyear 
es | = — - employees have the finest in gymnasium, bowling, theatre and other 

| a NW ibe 2. hobby space and equipment. Just one example, the Goodyear basketball 
: is a I : Calle ; team, provides players and spectators alike with an exciting season in 

ee ees ne epee } one of the fastest circuits in the country. With so many varied leisure 

ee ce > ees ot time activities, Goodyear people have no difficulty in finding adequate 

oe ae re a a Me 2 . and interesting recreation with friends having similar interests. 

eS : There’s a world of opportunity at 

LW ae . . Z S 

sae % Z, 

tg Co , 4 Iceguard—T.M. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 

nie FO THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER 
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f= THE BENEFIT of the young engineer who is Fact is, the way things are going now, 40% of GM 

puzzling over his future—hasn’t yet decided executive posts will be filled by men with engineering 

on a job—we'd like to mention some facts about backgrounds. 

General Motors. Think you can take the measure of a job with 
GM gives young engineers a great chance to follow the world’s largest and most successful industrial 

their natural bent—because GM makes a wide variety company—dedicated to producing ‘‘more and better 

of products including cars, trucks, Diesel engines, things for more people’? 

Prop-Jet aircraft engines, road-building machines, Then your very next step is a chat with your Place- 

home appliances, military equipment. ment Officer. Or else, write us directly—the sooner, 

GM gives young engineers an opportunity to work the better. 

with small, friendly groups of more experienced men, 

in a choice of locations. For GM is decentralized g Mainaenenei site 2s se qinaaanaahts oS * Fe pee AE 

into 34 manufacturing divisions with 122 plants in . .. . : 
67 U.S. cities. : GM Positions Now Available : 

. . . . : in These Fields: : 
At GM, the young engineer finds prestige, security, ‘ : 

the support of vast technical resources, including the : ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING : 

research facilities of a multimillion-dollar Technical : METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING : 

Center. : CHEMICAL ENGINEERING : 

. . oye : : AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING : 
He is encouraged in his professional growth through ; : 

oe Se . . MECHANICAL ENGINEERING . 
training programs, publication of reports, material i: : 
3 ts : a3 as . INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING < 
incentives, and assignment of additional responsibil- : : 

ities as rapidly as he is able to handle them. * suas wpe oa eo wuneyuenon none) £4 REGEAA EE ES SHITE 

Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 
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WITH THE 

This being the first issue put out by the new staff I would like 

to take this opportunity to meet all our readers. In doing so I have 
two requests that I would like to have you fulfill. 

First, the only way that I can find out what you want in this 
magazine is for you to tell me. 

Please criticize this magazine at any time whether it be what 

students of speech call constructive criticism or just plain old fashioned 

gripes. The staff will welcome all comments and give due consideration 

to any new ideas you would like us to incorporate in the magazine. 

Second, if any of you would like to put some of your wasted 

spare time to good use, the staff would very much like to have you 

join us. A simple telephone call to anyone on the present staff will 

give vou all the information you want. Whether it be just the desire 

to see your name in print or the chance of providing a service for 

your department we would be glad to have you with us. Remember, 

the best way to use your ideas for this magazine is for you to put them 

in effect yourself. 
* a % 

We of the Engineer would like to tip our hats to the Wisconsin 

Engineering Exposition Committee and especially to John Bollinger 

~~ the chairman for the top notch job they did in handling the exposi- 

tion. With the help of the weather man this was by far one of the 

most successful expositions in their history. The University can cer- 

tainly be proud of The College of Engineering. —R.F.S. 

P. S. Do you have any comments on the new registration pro- 

cedures? Let's hear them! 

6 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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oRTON ciTy, the largest single indus- Norton — with training, facilities and products made there and what they’re 

N try in Worcester, Mass. and the surroundings planned to give all possible used for. It charts the Norton organiza- 

world capital of the abrasives industry, is encouragement to individual progress. tion on the world map. But best of all, it 

a big bustling community of thousands of _ . gives you an insight 

skilled workers. Engineering At Norton into the lives of os 

It is still growing. Yet one thing is cer- offers many inviting opportunities — Norton folks, at ee | 

tain. Norton City will never be too big for particularly in the mechanical, chemical, work and at play. _ | 

the men and women who compose it — ceramic and industrial fields. Research Write for your free | & | 

never so large that they will feel lost and development offer constant chal- copy to Director of | 2 h 

among so many others. lenges to Norton scientists, and this Personnel, Norron [“ | 

Because the Norton success story is company’s long record of “firsts’’in tech- Company, Worcester “a |i 

made up of countless individual success nical advancement is proof of how suc- 6, Massachusetts. inl 

stories, in which opportunity for all is cessfully these challenges have been met. 

the ever-present theme. Other attractive openings here are in 
technical sales, finance and administra- 

Your Own Success Story . tion. In planning your own future — 

can have no more favorable or congenial technical, business or a combination of 

background than you'll find at Norton the two — you will do well to consider ABRASIVES 

City. For Norton, as the largest manufac- the established leadership and far- 

turer of abrasives and related products, ranging scope of the Norton world-wide Gaking better products. oe 

serves not only every manufacturing organization. 

field but supplies materials for the great, ; . to make your products bettel 

modern developments of nuclear science Let’s Get Acquainted | 7 
c : : i NORTON PRODUCTS: Abrasives + — Grinding 

and jet and rocket propulsion. The new illustrated brochure ‘Your — Wheels + Grinding Machines * Refractories 

That is one reason why your oppor- Future With Norton” tells you a good BEHR-MANNING PRODUCTS: Coated Abrasives 

tunities are practically unlimited at deal about Norton City. It describes the Sharpening Stones * — Pressure-Sensitive Tapes 
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to the well too often 

There are easier ways to get a drink. 

And engineering graduates will be called upon to develop them. They'll 

have to help supply and distribute the billions of gallons of water needed 

daily by homes and industry. Water that will be increasingly hard to find. 

But when they find it, they can rely on cast iron pipe to carry it. Practically 

every city in America—large or small—uses it for water and gas mains. 

In over 70 public utilities cast iron pipe has served for a century or 

more. No other pipe can point to such a long and useful record of 

service to the nation. 

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION 

Thos. F. Wolfe, Managing Director, 122 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 3, Ill. 

een) 

CAST TRON PIPE tivcais JLEn a CENTURIES 

8 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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homaawncons =  MMliissile Careers with Sperry 
RUNN! + OF TODAY'S GUIDED M ILES 

Study the list above and you'll find that here at Sperry we 

are engaged in every phase of engineering necessary for missile 

development. Since 1916 when Sperry developed the first 

pilotiess aerial torpedo for the Navy, we have specialized in all 

the arts required for the missiles of today — and tomorrow. 

Currently Sperry is putting its capabilities to work in six GYROSCOPE COMPANY 

major missile systems— of all types—ranging from complete 
reat Neck, New York 

systems’ cognizance to major sub-system responsibility. ore vee 

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 

If you are interested in getting into missile engineering or 

want to specialize in any of the phases of engineering listed CLEVELAND + NEW OFL ws BROOKLYN 

LOT ANGELES + SAN FRANCISC * SEATTLE 

above — see the Sperry representative when he visits PR ANAEIRE “SEERA ‘iecGope BAMPRAY 

your school—or write now to JU. W. Dwyer, Sperry Gyroscope Of CANADA, LIMITLL, MONTREAL, QUEBEC 

Company, Section 1B5. 
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> 
by Peter J. Barrett, m’57 

Theory of Sailing the wing at the same instant. Since A had farther to go, 

i we may assume that it traveled faster than B, which 
Most people find it easy enough to understand why Kad A eHOiter cist f Thi , t 

; aa. ; ad .- had a shorter distance to cover, This means a curren 
a sailboat can move with the wind pushing it, but often - . : . j 

oop . \ of air traveling over the wing with a higher velocity 
have difficulty seeing how a yacht can move upwind . . . a: e 

z me ae feat : . than the current passing under the wing. Bernouli’s 
against the force which is giving it motion. A boat .. a y . . 

; . fae . 2 Theorem, from high school physics, states that fluid 
moves downwind because the wind is pushing it, just — . ; aa 

as A chin oF ill be bl ces lle pressure is inversely proportional to velocity, Trans- 
as a chip of wood will be blown across a puddle on a . . . 7 

windy day. See Fig. 1, where the sail is arranged lated, this means that the higher velocity air stream 
) ay. s g. 4d, 2 8a SS arrang 5 ss aH sxarté les ressure > Wi 

perpendicular to the wind to present the greatest area spove = Nat exerts ts pressure on the wing than 
a : the air beneath . . . and the wing will rise. 

and consequently the greatest driving force. & 

RESULTANT a 

Ww ,” é iw FORCE jy LO se oe A 
5 > Soo 

yoONY 2 yo "o> ¢ 2 Sau 
A ff 

® 8 

» Jaw 
Fig. 3. 

All this can be directly translated to a sailboat. In- 

Fig. J Fig. 2. Fig. 3. stead of the wing, we have a sail with an air stream 

flowing over it, and a low pressure arca on the side 

In Fig. 2 the boat is moving upwind, against the o : 1. pe : : 
wad. at be 1 5 > fe 1 away from the wind. Thus a force is exerted which 

wind, at an angle of 45°. This is as close as any sail- 
i ‘ ? tends to move the boat sideways and ahead, and be- 

oe can sail a the direction ve wind — from. Gause a boat is long and narrow it moves ahead much 

hus, to reach a point directly upwind, a sailboat is fo easily ; eee sce Bay. Be . . 
forced ail a series of zig-zags, each 45° fr he more easily than sideways. See Fig. 5. It is this low 

orced to sail a series of zig-zags, each 45° from the pressure area, or vacuum, which pulls the boat for- 

wind direction, and with each corner a 90° turn. See ard against the wind. 

Fig. 3. 

The force that is driving the boat upwind is the How Sails Are Made 

same force that keeps an airplane in the air. Picture ; 

an airplane wing with the air flowing over it (Fig. 4). Most landlubbers, after seeing white sails flitting 

Particle A, moving over the top of the wing, has further about on a lake, would assume that all that is necessary 

to make a sail is to know the three dimensions of the 

LiFT triangle, make a big piece of cloth and cut it to the 

t correct size, and put it on the boat and sail. This is 

- ey far from the truth, in that sailmaking is one of the 
é » 

— a wine TS ces Es oldest, most secret, and most highly skilled trades (or 
ome. ¢ cpap sf 3 . ‘ - 3 

8 perhaps it should be called an art) in the world. Going 

ite. d back to the analogy of an airplane wing, it is easy to 
ig. 4. 5 . 

. see that a flat piece of cloth could hardly be expected to 

to go than particle B which moves underneath the assume the shape of an aerodynamic surface automati- 

wing. If both particles start across the wing at the same cally when hoisted on the mast and pulled out along 

instant, they must both arrive at the trailing edge of (Continued on next page) 
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the boom. The art of the sailmaker is to cut a piece of 3 : i Sees. 
cloth so that when two of its edges are securely : : ; 8 
fastened to straight, rigid spars the cloth will take the a ee 
shape of an aerodynamic surface. In order for this to : a eS 
happen, the edges of the sail must be curved in their a : cae 
natural form, so a sail laid out on a flat surface, say : i eee 
the floor of a sail loft, will look like a straight- : ee ee 
sided triangle but like a spherical triangle. See Fig. 6. 2 Ne oe SG 

_ Co Ch ek oe 
— re 

Pn ee Ne el 
ny ST eo ee | 1 ev oe 
my ‘ : 

' S a Se ,ahath oe rN ae fe ’ re ae Se 

' \ ll oe j — : \ oo eS Le \ oe So ! \ ae Sr ns i ere 

\ \ oC eee S”t—“‘“#RC 
A Noo tp otro etee es c a ee ee 

Watch out for that puff coming across the lake. 
Fig. 6. 

A great deal of effort is spent in making sails in order C88 of control are imperfect (no two sailcloths will AL ‘a ari 2! rC 1s spe AKI Sauls rdaer : * {8 <Attive at the correct a < for sid 8 AB and AC react the same, no length of rope which is sewn on the a > € * correc “UrVves y sides a ANG * . . fen en 8 edge of the sail will stretch or shrink exactly evenly, (Fig. 6), so that the sail will assume the proper shape spars will he s . ' when AB is fastened to the mast and AC to the boom. "° two spars will bend the same), but more important 
Whar Wakes it even. more of a eihsillinagees Se fees fact because the correct solution is itself an unknown. 

that nobody knows exactly what is the best shape. The However, there are some generalities that are pretty 
draft of a sail is the depth of the belly in it, the extent well agreed upon. A flat sail (little draft) is better in a 
to which it curves away from the plane of the mast  ‘tTOng wind, and as the wind decreases, the amount of 
and boom. The amount of this draft and the location of draft should increase proportionally so that a light wind 
the point of maximum draft are two important variables requires a rather full sail (one with a large amount of 
which even the most experienced sailmakers and yacht draft). Since the number of sails which a yachtsman 
racers cannot control perfectly. Not only because the ™#®Y OWn Is limited by the size of his budget (and at 

. $1 plus per square foot may find their budget quite 

limited), it becomes important to be able to control L 
the draft of a sail by means which enable the same 

ce sail to be utilized over a variety of wind conditions. 

‘ Spars 

i Before going into the actual methods of sail control, 
=A a brief description of spars might be useful. We are 

Me only concerned with two for the present; the mast, or 
fa i; . ey . Ay vertical spar, along which the sail is hoisted; and the 

eu boom, or horizontal spar, which holds the bottom of 
cee the sail taut and provides a means for adjusting the 
oF _ : angle between the sail and the centerline of the boat. 

a . aia There are two popular ways of fastening the sails to 
ie : . pi “ ‘ : ce : the spars. The most widely used today is the channel, 

lags aaaw oo or boltrope, method where a small channel in the mast 
: Se a : = (or boom) is connected with the outside by a smaller 

: - = = opening, and a rope sewn on the edge of the sail runs 
: ae i = in this channel while the sail extends through the 

: : smaller opening. See Fig. 8. 

=e : The other method is track and slides, where slides 

are sewn onto the sail and slide freely on a track which 
Downwind beauty. is screwed to the spar. See Fig. 9. 
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Normally our mast is straight. What we want to 

ead p accomplish is to pull out some of the bag or belly in 

4 Jo y our sail. Now if we can get the mast to bend concave 

e Of tes “ : backwards, with the top going back and the middle 

2 moving forward, we can in effect pull out that belly in 

Fig. 7. Fig. 8. the center of the sail and have a flatter setting sail. 

This we can do by slacking off on any stays running 

The shape of the mast is quite important, because to the top of the mast, leaving the top limber and 

it is the leading edge of the sail and very important in free to bend backwards when the sail is trimmed in 

establishing smooth, non-turbulent flow over the sur- flat. And of course, when the conditions are opposite 

face of the sail. Masts may either be rigidly fastened (light wind) we want the mast to bend concave front- 

at their base or may be mounted upon a swiveling de- wards, with the top forward; so we tighten up on any 

vice, so they can turn freely. In the first case a round _ stays running to the top of the mast and pull the top 

mast is superior, because at no angle will there be any forward. This has the effect of moving the center 

eddies caused by the flow of fluids around a corner. of the mast backward, thus adding to the looseness of 

In the second case, that of a pivoting mast, it is possible the sail and the draft or belly. Thus the mast may be 

to design a teardrop cross-section for the mast, because, caused to curve in either direction and the amount 

while the boat is going against the wind and stream- of this curvature closely controlled. There are numer- 

lining is important, the mast will always be pointing ous staying variations possible, depending upon the 

into the wind. In fact, some designers have gone to length and rigidity of the mast and the amount of 

extremes and designed a long tapering teardrop which control desired. Some scow sailors prefer such a limber 

faces into the wind during upwind sailing and doesn’t mast that they can actually see it bend as a wave hits 

act as a resistance, and which turns perpendicular to the hull or a guest of wind strike the sail—this is prob- 

the wind while sailing downwind and greatly increases ably going to extremes. 

the effective sail area of the boat. Once we have seen how one can control the amount 

The shape of booms is not as important as that of of curvature, it is easy to imagine how one can control 

masts. However, one can design a high, narrow boom the shape of the curvature by causing the mast to curve 

which will also add to the effective sail area, or a per- (Continued on page 64) 

fectly round boom which will reduce turbulent flow — ee - — 

around the lower edge of the sail. 

In the next section the bending of masts and booms 

is going to become important, and this is also an im- ty ‘ i‘ 

portant factor in designing the cross-section of a mast Hi Fi Audio Systems 

or boom. Naturally the spar will bend easier in the 

direction of least cross-sectional width, and the de- STAN WHITE SPEAKERS, GRAY, 

signer should decide whether he is going to want fore PICKERING, PRESTO, SHERWOOD, 

and aft bending or lateral bending, or rigidity, and 

should keep this in mind as well as the other factors GROMMES, McINTOSH 

mentioned. 
@ 

Controlling Sail Draft ; ; 

Something that few inexperienced and intermediate Men's & Women s Apparel 

yacht racers realize is that just because they have only VAN HEUSEN, HOLEPROOF, 

one sail, or perhaps two, they are not limited in the 

number of different wind conditions they can rig their MUNSINGWEAR, PERMA- LIFT, 

boat for. The draft and shape of a sail can be greatly SHIP 'N SHORE 

controlled by the proper adjustment of the mast and 

rigging of the boom. We Rent Formal Wear 

Let us suppose that we have a sail which is cut for 

moderate winds (that is, with a medium amount of e 

draft and the point of maximum draft approximately 

one third of the distance back along the boom). Sup- HAL HOUSHOLDER 

pose we come down to the shore on Saturday, eager for 

the big race, only to find it blowing a gale with white- Formerly Perlmans 

caps racing across the gray water. Before we tum : : : FI 

homeward in disgust because our sail simply isn’t flat Opposite University Hospitals 

enough to drive us to windward under these conditions, 

let’s try a few adjustments. 
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A WHIRLPOOL SPIRALS into the inlet of a model pump. This unique picture shows 
how air, a common cause of pumping trouble, was carried into the pump in... 

Some time ago. the report reached us that two The solution came with experimentation. A simple 
Worthington vertical turbine pumps installed by one baffle arrangement in a side channel eliminated the 
of our customers weren't working right. They deliv- whirlpool—and the trouble-making air. 
ered plenty of water, but vibrated badly and burned Chasing the gremlins from pump installations like 
out bearings. this, boosting the efficiency of heat transfer in air 

The customer asked us to find the trouble fast. conditioners, developing better seals for pumps and 
After checking we knew the pumps were okay, so compressors — these are all in the day’s work for 
Worthington Research had to answer him. Worthington’s busy research engineers. At Worth- 

First thing we did was build a one-tenth scale ington, research ranks right alongside engineering, 
model of the customer's installation. The photo production, and sales to develop better products for 
shows what happened when we started pumping. all industry. 

A whirlpool immediately formed between the water For the complete story of how you can fit into the 
surface and the pump inlet. Air, trapped in the whirl- Worthington picture, write F. F. Thompson, Mgr., 
pool and carried into the pump, was the villain in Personnel & Training. Worthington Corporation, 
the case. Harrison, New Jersey. A.25C 

See the Worthington representative when he visits your campus 
See the Worthington 

Corporation exhibit in ccs. WORTHINGTON informative display of 
product developments 2 iS for industry, business and — eee YS 
the home. Park Avenue Ss OTE he y eS= and 40th Street. ZZ MMPS 

When you're thinking of a good job —think high—think Worthington 
AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION + COMPRESSORS + CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT + ENGINES + DEAERATORS + INDUSTRIAL MIXERS 

MIQUID METERS + MECHANICAL POWER TRANSMISSION + PUMPS » STEAM CONDENSERS + STEAM-JET EJECTORS + STEAM TURBINES + WELDING POSITIONERS



DOW PROFILE NO. 1—RALPH PFISTER Ss 
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RALPH PFISTER'S FAST RISE in only four years at Dow exemplifies the opportunities that exist with the “fastest-growing chemical company.” 

ec ° ° id. Thus, this 27-year-old production engineer explains 

Expansion lS SO rapt . a . a 
his new position as Superintendent of a multimillion 

dollar warehouse with a work force of 100 men. 
at Dow, you have to 

In June, 1951, Ralph Pfister graduated from Northwestern 

k e University’s Technological Institute. His studies, experi- 

eep MOVING up; ence and natural inclination pointed to a future in produc- 
tion engineering. Pointed right to a position as process 

: 1 . engineer in the Dow saran plant. 

growing, earning, Within three years, Ralph moved to Ass’t. Superintendent 
ea of a production train in a wing of the Styron® plant, to 

* k 29 Ass’t. Superintendent of the entire wing and two months 

Just to veep pace. ago to Superintendent of the 500,000 sq. ft. warehouse 

serving all wings of the plant. 

“Always something new to learn... upper management 
not only allows but encourages our making the important 

cacao decisions . . . the people are interesting, stimulating both 
<< . 8 at work and socially. 

ae NN These excerpts from a conversation with Ralph Pfister 
PR ers give a quick profile of employment at Dow. Here is the 

aa — vXx— “<< fastest-growing company in the nation’s fastest-growing 

eae Ree ’ i industry. Dow communities provide some of America’s 
To ee } als : : 
cot sae an aS See most pleasant living surroundings and educational and 

J y a eet recreational facilities. 

a ge f Sees 
‘i a sf Seas 

es ~ poe Whether your interest be production, research or technical 

. eG) tae) i iy) pened sales, for more information on a career at Dow write for the 

“ie — 16-page booklet “Opportunities with The Dow Chemical 

2 = = : ee Company.” Address your request to Technical Employment 
s i ameaiiieaeaes TEE Department, THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, 

THIS COMMUNITY CENTER in a Dow city is typical of the excellent recrea- Michigan, or Freeport, Texas. 
ional facilities available to Ralph Pfister and other Dow employees. 

you can depend on DOW <> 
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no matter how many offers you've had 
9 THE FACTS HAVEN’T CHANGED 

Ir still takes good money, security, inter- We'd like to tell you our five different versions 
esting work and good working conditions of the story: airplanes (Air Force and Navy), 
to make a man happy in his job. You missiles, peaceful atomic energy, rocket 
needn't settle for less. engines, and electronics. 

A\ AY A\ 
ays ays AYA 

AIRCRAFT NAVY AIRCRAFT MISSILE 
ENGINEERING ENGINEERING ENGINEERING / 

Like the F-100 SUPER SABRE Like the FJ-4 FURY JET Like the SM-64 NAVAHO 
Contact: Les Stevenson Contact: Mr. J. H. Papin Contact: Mr. R. L. Cunningham P. 8 Engineering Personnel Office Engineering Personnel Office Missile Engineering Personnel Department 56Col Department 56Col Office Department 91-20Col 

North American Aviation North American Aviation North American Aviation 
LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA COLUMBUS 16, OHIO DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA 

R a) 
ROCKETDYNE ATOMICS AUTONETICS A Division of Neil American Av ‘ation, Inc. INTERNATIONA L A Gait of ie aoaMicher 

Large, liquid propellant engines A Division of Notth Amétican: Aviation. 7 uidance, Fire and flight contro! " ivision of North American Aviation, Inc. (missiles and aircraft) 
Contact: Mr. Grant Baldwin Nuclear reactors for power, 

Rocketdyne Engineering Personnel industry, medicine and research, Contact: Mr. D. S. Grant Department 596Col Contact: Mr. G. W. Newton A Othee Depasinceting Lsoennel 
6633 Canoga Avenue Personnel Office Department Col P.O. Box AN CANOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA 71600 VanowenStecer oe BOX 

BELLFLOWER, CALIFORNIA CANOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA 

Aerodynamicists Computer Application Engrs. Civil Engineers Computer Specialists Thermodynamicists Automatic Controls Engrs. Design & Development Engrs. _ Electro-Mechanical 
Dynamicists Inertial Instrument Test Engineers Designers Stress Engineers Development Engineers Equipment Design Engrs. Electronic Component Structural Test Engrs. Preliminary Analysis & Engine Systems Engrs. Evaluators 
Flight Test Engineers Design Engineers Reliability Engineers Electronics Research Electrical & Electronic Systems Engineers Standards Engineers Specialists Engineers . Armament Engineers Hydraulic, Pneumatic & Computer Programmers Power pe oa cess Servomechanism Engineers Servo Engineers Electronic Engineering Research’a evelopment Weight Control Engineers Mechanical, Structural & Writers: s Wei vg Eaginesss Aero-Thermodynamicists Electrical Designers Mathematicians 
Pavidgnmetal Test Engrs. Aeroelasticity Engrs. Wind Tunnel Model Designers _ Electronics Technicians 
Instrumentation Engineers Mechanical Engineers & Builders Specifications Engrs. 
Fire Control Systems Engrs, Structures Engineers Physicists Engineering Drawing 
Flight Control Systems Controls Engineers Chemists Checkers 
Engineers Rubber Compounding Engrs. Metallurgists Air Frame Designers 

A, NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. ARS 
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Herschel Loomis asks: i fa en mut. 

am 4’, 

chances for ary. ‘ 

advancement in Ney ae 
i ae 

. ee 
a large company y ot: 

' ea 
Dee a el we oe 

i po Be ee ee ee F 

like Du Pont? ieee | \ 
de eS ae ie. oy yor = 

= ¢ hie? \ 
cceaiomaienes Herschel H. Loomis, Jr., will receive his B.S. degree in electrical 

7 an engineering from Cornell University June 1957. Herschel is a member 
TT ee of the freshman and varsity rifle teams, an associate member of Octa- 
4 _ . gon, a dramatic group, and belongs to Theta Chi Fraternity. Like 

: ss | D many other students, he’s making employment plans early. 

4 ae) 

| 7 Peter Meshkoff answers: 

Peter J. Meshkoff joined Du Pont at the Jackson Your question is a natural one, Herschel—one we hear 

tee in aa after oneness Beene aoe quite often. Du Pont is unquestionably a large company 
the University of Detroit and an M.S. from the Uni- « ; . a aitiane 

versity of Michigan. He has had a wide range of Du Pont in total number of employees and in all its operations. 
experience, from chemist in the Dye Works to chief But, actually, Du Pont is made up of ten independent 

supervisor and works engineer at several plants, with departments, almost as if it were ten companies under 
many opportunities to observe Du Pont personnel one management. And it is a fundamental poli at 

policies. Today Pete Meshkoff is works engineer at agement. < is a funda al policy a 
Du Pont’s new Film Plant at Circleville, Ohio. Du Pont to promote from within and on merit only. 

That produces many opportunities for new men, but 

in addition there are proportionately more promotions 

at Du Pont each year—by reason of expansion and re- 

WANT TO KNOW MORE about the tirement—than you would find in most smaller com- 

opportunities for growth touched on by panies. I say “proportionately more” because Du Pont 

Pete Meshkoff? Send for a free copy of has grown at an average rate of seven per cent a year for 
om wee we ’ 
The Du Pont Company and the College the past 153 years—a record that few companies can 

Graduate,” which discusses many of the 
ia se match. 

employment policies and activities of 

DuPont indetail. Writeto E.I.du Pont de And Du Pont is still growing rapidly. Take your field, 

Nemours & Co, (Inc.), 2521 Nemours electrical engineering. A host of novel and challenging 

Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware. problems have to be faced, both in new construction and 

in maintenance. There are plants to design with features 

that have never been applied before; there are new 

equipment-control problems to work out, and new engi- 

REGU. PATOFF neering processes to pioneer. So, to answer your question 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY in a word, Herschel, I’d say your chances of promotion 

WATCH “DU PONT CAVALCADE THEATER” ON TV on merit are extremely good at Du Pont! 
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by Robert Wesolowski, m’57 

The process of die casting has come to be recog- The search for a permanent mold or form which 
nized as one of the leading modern high speed produc- could be used to produce parts in quantity from the 
tion methods for converting raw materials into finished same mold seemed to be a natural development. In the 
products. No one other fabricating technique has con- Middle Ages the pewterware manufacturers perfected 
tributed more to the economic and quantity production a casting process using iron molds to produce plates, 
of metal parts. cups, pitchers and other household utensils. 

Wherever one may look, in the office, store, factory, The next step was the production of toy soldiers, or 
on the street, or in the home, he is confronted with “tin soldiers” which appeared in the 1800's. They were 
numerous products in which die castings are an inte- made by gravity pouring molten metal into iron molds 
gral part. Aircraft, precision instruments, hardware, in- constructed in two halves which were hinged together 
dustrial machinery, internal combustion engines, and and mechanically opened and closed. The mold was 
thousands of other items depend on die casting for filled with molten metal, and after a suitable interval 
their component parts. From an obscure beginning, of time had elapsed, the bulk of still liquid metal was 
die casting has grown into a mighty industry. poured out. A thin walled casting was produced with 

One of the oldest methods of casting molten metal a minimum metal consumption. This technique is 
is by gravity pouring it into sand molds. That method, — termed “slush” casting and is still used today. 
with some refinements, is still practiced in our sand In the light of those established practices of using 
foundries today. In the course of time, the jewelry iron molds for quantity production to produce sharper, 
trade by its requirements for sharper outlines and better, and smoother cast parts, in contrast to the cen- 
smoother castings developed a process utilizing plaster — turies-old method of using sand forms, the next logical 
or gypsum molds. step was to improve accuracy and appearance of cast 

This method resulted in parts having a finer surface parts. This was accomplished by applying pressure to 
than sand castings. The disadvantage was that, as in force the molten metal into strong steel molds, instead 
sand casting, the mold had to be destroyed to remove of merely relying on gravity pressure. 
the cast part. The casting of type about a century ago is believed 

to have been the first article cast by applying pressure 
to force the molten metal into the mold. A machine 

5 . for die casting type was patented in 1849, but it was 
4. rn , not until some twenty years later that a machine for 

ao Uae iy a. making miscellaneous castings appeared. 
pa <4 a pe, ” d By 1904 bearings for automobile connecting rods 
Las CE LY > & = fo were die cast. This was the beginning of the rapid 
ee. Ne ” wf ie» progress of die casting which has more or less paral- 

Se eet ce : (pas 524 leled that of the automobile industry. 
NS SF e/ ° N 1 ga Today some die casting machines are almost, if not 

NS 2 wl - . “ff yf quite, completely automatic and nearly all have the 
We er ES "2 lee fy major parts actuated by power. 

: —_ ' (eZ a f/ The production of castings by die casting is one 
| 4 a A. t/ of the more notable developments in modern manufac- 

y all f/ turing practice. Die casting provides a means of pro- 
ee 2 f/ ducing unlimited quantities of castings of such uni- 

?' e/ : formity and accuracy that machining costs are either 
: ms reduced greatly or eliminated entirely. Die casting is 

—Courtes: er-Jarvis Corporati : 4 a . . 
Aluminum engine blocks such ‘these are tical oF the wide generally considered # One step” process because: the range in both materials and products possible with die casting. | Molten metal is converted in a matter of seconds from 
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a fluid formless mass, into a finished or semi-finished — * ae = A 1 a © cma ee 

product. ae t 1 =| i | a kes ey 

The actual production of a die casting involves three [7 | eT) i a ll c ie iL Fae ia 

basic requirements: a properly designed die, a smooth [ii Lf oe 9 ORF A iy i or ae ee coal 

working casting mechanism properly designed to hold 4 Me i \ iy am: ee 

and operate a die under pressure, and a suitable alloy. F ie i (i ie ' a rae. i 

The die casting die, which consists of two steel artes = = SW ages 9 hed J 

} i i i ‘ al se a ee ee rele Say 
blocks into which an impression of the casting is cut, eee vena mG y 

must be split in two sections so that the casting can be Sg anes = . fed 

removed after it is formed. The two sections are called PP b Eira ji ve 

the cover die and the ejector die. The cover die is J . | me A LL RY! SN 

fastened to the casting machine and does not move § Se ie Pi og a4 

during the casting cycle. (Se [eee ae : 
: é ges \ Wg ciate eee an 5 

The ejector half is mounted on the movable table SM © caer —aigiasianine 

of the machine. The die halves are fastened to oppos- pie s a woes FY 

ing plates which are operated as the machine opens sy ‘| “7 Few ae 

and closes. When the machine is closed, the two halves Be ’ As a A me hee ae 

of the die are locked tightly together, after which the ‘ aa 

molten metal is injected at high pressures, which may : : ‘ 

vary from 100 to 100,000 pounds per square inch, into 

the die cavity. 
—Courtesy Doehler-Jarvis Corporation 

This die casting machine contains a 30 ton die that stamps out 

Within a fraction of a second, the fluid alloy fills 6-cylinder engine blocks under 4,000,000 pounds of pressure. 

each minute detail and section of the die. Because of 

the low temperature of the die, the casting cools alloys is 716°F. Casting is commonly done at tempera- 

quickly permitting the die halves to be separated and _ tures of 750 to 800° F. at which temperature the metal 

the casting ejected from the cavity in a few seconds. is quite fluid and is easily injected into the die. 

The function of the die casting machine is to hold At this comparatively low casting temperature, dics 

the two halves of the die tightly together, to inject will last almost indefinitely because they will not be 

molten metal under pressure into the die cavity, and to subject to attack by the alloy. For short runs, the steel 

close and open the die halves to permit removal of dies can even be used without hardening, although for 

the finished castings. long runs at least surface hardening is recommended. 

Essentially any die casting machine consists of a Phere is little tendency for the zinc alloy to solder to 

frame on which the die is mounted, an actuating device the die, hence little or no die lubrication is needed. 

which opens and closes the die, and the injection part In many instances speeds up to 500 die casting cycles 

of the machine which forces the molten metal into the —P° hour can be obtained. 

die under pressure. The injection part of the machine Castings of extreme smoothness are produced with 

is basically a plunger which when moved forward, zinc alloys and if the die cavities are properly polished, 

propels the molten metal into the die cavity. The castings can be plated with little or no polishing. This 

plunger for metal injection is arranged for operation fact, together with the ease and speed in the plating 

either by hand, compressed air, or hydraulic pressure. of brass, nickel or chromium, is the primary reason for 

The sharpest restriction on the use of die casting using zinc die castings for hardware and decorative 

comes about through the limited range of die castable applications, especially in automobiles and other con- 

metals. However, through research and close quality sumer merchandise. 

control during production of castings, maximum phys- Aluminum alloys rank second in die casting use. In 

ical properties are being secured. Furthermore, cur- some cases they cost no more or even slightly less per 

rent work is being done to increase the life of die casting, than zine castings of the same dimensions. 

casting dies for high temperature die casting alloys, About 20% of all die castings are of aluminum alloys. 

which may permit more extensive use of brass and The primary advantage is light weight. Dimensional 

bronze. stability is rated as high, Where low weight and the 

The usual non-ferrous metals for die casting in savings therefrom are desired, aluminum is_ favored 

approximate order of commercial use are: zinc, alum- unless magnesium alloys can be used. Die casting rates 

inum, copper, magnesium, lead and tin. for aluminum are lower than for zinc but commonly 

Zine alloys account for about three-fourths of the "nse from 80 to 200 die fillings per HOME . 

total tonnage of die castings produced, because they Copper alloys, usually referred to as brass , have 

present the most favorable combination of low cost the highest physical properties of any die casting alloy. 

per casting, good physical properties, and ease of cast- Because of the high melting point of such materials, 

ing and finishing. The average melting point of zinc (Continued on page 53) 
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John Duwell’s molding process exhibit drew many a The future generation of engineers are fascinated by the watchful eye. cut-away view, of a power lawn mower. 

t ay Pole a ) 

: fe See a ae hClUf rf 
i - a = lUC(<‘a jC 
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I. J. Nagrath found it difficult to converse with his 
electronic friend. 
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= 
Ralph Seifert proved to be a good listener for 

demonstrator Eric Bunow. 
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The Solar Energy exhibit interested everybody— Al Prescott gave an injection molding demonstration. 

even the fair set. 
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1956 Cngineerin xposition — ra tt ee 

se , ee. omer) | area 
Vastness and versatility were the keynotes of | — aN Nein | 

the University of Wisconsin’s 1956 Engineering a7 a liao 
aye a a we : Wd Rh TENORS oo) se saad tt a 

Exposition. The main purpose of the Exposition | : are | eae ye 
. : mie ey | \@& 

was to open the doors of engineering to the a ie | \@ 

public and reveal to them the many advance- f | ‘ | 

ments that have been made in industry. All de- an «2 I ee : : 

sires of attendance were fulfilled for along with - sp 

perfect weekend weather came thousands of ee ecg. 

people eager to see the many innovations to the Barclay Gilpin charges a high temperature assaying furnace. 

fields of engineering. 
! ee an: ir 

Escorted tours took viewers through the vari- [Raita 2 AR \ io 

i i ildi 5 é . va baz a Me ry 

ous engineering buildings. Housed in these eS \eeersa/ ae 
\ et 4 7 

buildings were over thirty industrial exhibits iT MA 4 v Peni 
eC A cor 

representing companies located throughout the [RAB ay |) \) y 4 ee 
: | = ; ‘ ti Wy) 

United States, and over seventy students ex- [iy ‘ me | a ‘ —— RI) “iy 

i Ns Sw he 
hibits. Much time and effort were put into the fy |) oa Pi aia ae fs. aan 

en a i ea ee hiss A 

student exhibits, the incentive being three tro- \| ) 2 ie y et ae 
s Vf ey a eS ee, ale 

phy awards and $400 in cash awards. The Paha 7. ee 3 

awards were presented to the students near the J ye go's ooo EAN 

close of Saturday’s activities. Ne Te By Os ost 

The complete success of the Exposition can | [ie N ‘\ 
gt @a = 

be attributed to the students whose combined SEZ Vy A 
Ro pf <a eal 

efforts made it the best exposition this campus aa Sie 

has ever seen. Ray Caldwell points out some of the features of a 32 Ford. 
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OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS for engineering careers 
° ° ° e ° at this magnificent new jet aircraft equipment plant 

\ 
i Make the right choice when you begin to invest your hard-won skill and 
\ knowledge in engineering. Hamilton Standard offers a plant where initiative 

: and responsibility are encouraged ... where young men are in top manage- 
\ ment posts... an engineering staff which has been continuously expanding 
i for 35 years... a plant which has been judged one of the top 10 in the 
x nation. You don't just fill a position at H-S ... you commence a career! Some 

i of Hamilton's present projects include jet fuel controls, jet turbine starters, 
4 hydraulic pumps, air cycle and vapor refrigeration systems, controls and 
‘ accessories for nuclear engines, propellers for turbine and piston engines. 

i GRADUATE PROGRAM... while at Hamilton Standard you will be encouraged 
: to take advantage of the company’s liberal tuition assistance plan and to 

pursue postgraduate studies at nearby Hartford Graduate Center of 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 

HAMILTON STANDARD <<——ymy Send for “YOU AND YOUR FUTURE” 
S +». a colorful brochure picturing and describing all of the activi- 

ae rR att ties and opportunities at H-S ... plus information on the 
graduate engineering program. Write Mr. T. K. Bye, (key no.) 

oo Bradley Field Road, Windsor Locks, Connecticut. 

HAMILTON STANDARD 4 DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
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FINE ENGINEERS ~* jf ah 

Over a period of many years we’ve found ial st ee 

scores of fine engineers in these nine schools. GDS Susu: 

Most of them are still with us, P 

prospering in the ever-expanding electrical field. oat | 

Again this year we’re looking to these same ae aA 

; - «ay t . gi a, rk ea 
nine schools for electrical, mechanical, industrial and i Foo ey by es ‘ional 

general engineering talent. If you’re looking forward to an i : pie i ine ie 

: a. * # A TECH 

active engineering career in one of the world’s most re 

vital industries, why not get acquainted with Square D a _ “oa 

and its excellent opportunities? oh. Jars Q : | 

eek ay 
ea F way i 6 

Wail the Coupon Roe ee wee IR ees 
ww. OHIO STATE 

We'd like to send you a brochure, 1 Square D Company, Dept. SA a 

“Your Engineering Career.” It gives the simple rules | 6060 Rivard Sweet, Detroit 11, Michigan | 
. . aan | I'd like a copy of Square D's brochure, | 

to follow in selecting an engineering career. | “Your Enginecring Career” | 
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“Pm glad that I ch m glad that | chose 
. q WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 

* me ee YT After receiving a BS degree in mechanical engineering from the Uni- 
“ 2 we ) a versity of Wisconsin in 1949, Wesley J. Hellen decided to follow in 

= e the footsteps of his father who has been at Wisconsin Electric Power 
Sar dl Company for more than 30 years. Starting as a Cadet Engineer 

Co Riis in the Testing division, Wesley has advanced through several steps 
4 ee to his present position of Senior Test Engineer in the Company’s : 7.8 4 y - newest and most modern power plant at Oak Creek. 

a 

WESLEY J. HELLEN 

a THERE’S A PLACE FOR YOU IN OUR FUTURE! 
Many engineering graduates choose Wisconsin process of burning pulverized fuel, the first to in- 
Electric Power Company because of its reputation troduce radiant superheaters into their furnaces. 
for sound and steady progress .. . for its modern Engineering talents are needed in the varied fields 
and pioneering policies. For example, our power of our operations. Recognition of ability is assured 
plants have established world records for efficien- through an unique “management inventory” sys- 
cy. They were the first to develop and use the tem which has received industry-wide attention. 

SS ye z is : 2. Cee we) | Mae? 5 ts KS of OP oS ome 4 8 
Y i f Ht —— +: a L : [ ye bY iit oy 4 is : id 4 a S| sr : | Y My <TAG SUE Valais : i 

at ee tl oe ( Eph Sh ee ee : 
ee as < , eT) LEEK | 

Hees — bait. 28 9a. ‘ Gace Lpie [siie A edn reali 
PLANNING — Engineers are needed to help plan and design the CONSTRUCTION — Engineers are needed to supervise the details generating, transmission and distribution facilities which serve the of a continuing construction program. The 1955 construction budget needs of more than half a million electric customers in Wisconsin for the Wisconsin Electric Power Company system amounted to and upper Michigan. more than 41 million dollars. 

- ets <4 Ae : I» 7% 

2 PN an at | y a bd \ 1) % if : 
= rae : be ae” et ‘ % , bell de. ge ae Ty ™ i ya Py es . y oS Lo Te 7 fa ef A ey | es Wale Uf 7 if MP SE ectenean | A or Pe hl Ws hay 

arn rs 3 : ie : : Ae a oe ~e (joe a 
SALES -— Engineers are needed for many phases of the Company's ADMINISTRATION — Engineers are needed for many activities sales program. Openings are available in the field of industrial which provide an excellent training for advancement into adminis- sales .. . in the activities of lighting, heating, air conditioning and trative fields. Many of our executive positions are now held by en- commercial groups. gineering graduates. 

Write to our PERSONNEL SERVICES DEPT. for a copy of our Annual Report and other information 
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 

231 West Michigan St., Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
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JOMORROWS Choose items from the monitor screen; electronic impulses select, assemble, deliver your order, total your bill and return your change, 

A week's shopping in minutes! And you haven't moved from your 

car. It's that simple at the Drive-In Market of tomorrow. Just select 

. your items from the monitor screen; electronic impulses 
é i 
~ Co ee select, assemble, deliver your order, total your bill and 

£ ve c return your change. 
1 Se-{ ae we, i 2 ‘ 

e ee L TEE) IF o It's just a dream away! And when it takes shape, look for New 
WU ONY) / E : . 

all \en) ef / | 4 Departure to provide the proper bearings to keep all moving parts 

é 1, \o tea f functioning smoothly. New Departure ball bearings keep parts in 
* 

SSSS&& = AE hg perfect alignment, support loads from any angle and require little 

‘ > UIT or or no maintenance. 
. Far 

iF [4 NEW DEPARTURE © DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS © BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT 

- —cfled hyp ! 

eae = a 

ZN 
lw {ome 

NEW “DEPARTURE 
TODAY: New Departure ball bearings in today’s / 4h /] 

business machines keep intricate moving parts func- }]/ BALL BEARINGS 

tioning smoothly, quietly within precision tolerances. « f, 

Accuracy is maintained even after long use. ’ 

NOTHING ROLLS LIKE A BALL 
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by Jim Schilling, e’58 

West Palm Beach—Florida’s fourth Jai Alai fronton, ground itself on each side of the building and are so also the fourth in the nation, will open here tonight large that each arch contains approximately 17,000 
with a seating capacity of 3,500—AP release. board feet of Southern Pine lumber weighing over 15 

Fronton, the word means court, and this new build- _ tons. 
ing will be just that, a mammoth sports center where No wood structural members of this size could ever 
spectators will be able to watch Jai Alai-the national have been cut from the largest tree grown, and each 
Spanish game now growing popular in the United arch is of glued laminated lumber, glued and shaped 
States. This game, which originated in the Basque through the use of specially engineered presses. The 
country of Spain in the seventeenth century, requires entire structure is covered with 4 inch by 5 inch solid 
a large indoor playing area unencumbered by posts. wood decking that eliminates the need of purlins, joists 
And such an area was provided by the use of the larg- and other bracing. Only four rows of struts are re- 
est glued laminated wood arches ever manufactured, quired for lateral support because of this extensive 

There are only twelve arches in all, but they are the — decking. 
sole structural support for the entire building. Each With this combination of arch and decking, this new: 
arch has an are measurement of 340 feet, and a clear Jai Alai court will afford a stage as dramatic as the 
span of 247 feet. At the crown, they are 80 feet above game being played in it. Beside being entirely post free 
the ground—the equivalent of an eight-story building. and affording an excellent view for all of its 3,500 spec- 

This span is more than 50 feet greater than that of tators, the ceiling will be painted a midnight blue 
any that have been built before. But it is not only this and the lighting arrangement is to be installed in such 
great span that makes the Jai Alai fronton of significance a manner that the ceiling will resemble the open sky. 
to architects and builders. These arches also lack the Because the designers wanted to achieve an impres- 
constant cross-section that is so common and they — sive appearance for both the interior and exterior of 
taper from IL inches by 20 inches at the crown, and the court, a complete wood construction was chosen 
11 inches by 25 inches at the base, to 11 inches by 46 for the sports arena. Noise reduction must also be con- 
inches at the middle third of the arches, which is the — sidered in this type of building and wood has a natural 
point of maximum stress. These twelve arches, spaced — sound absorbing quality that keeps the noise at a lesser 
16 fect apart, give the fronton a length of 195 feet, minimum that is possible with any other exposed mate- 
making it the largest of all the Jai Alai courts in the — rial, Coupled with this is the high degree of fire resist- 
United States. ance that is inherent in heavy timber construction. 

These monstrous arches seem to rise from the Now completed, this new Jai Alai court possesses a 
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simplicity of design that does not reveal the problem wea ee SS SS oe 

that had to be solved before the structure could be Co fF 8 om pa eS Hel 

built. While still in the planning stage, it became evi- ee pe] an ene «ll 

dent that the large size of the arches requires special cg ee ee i ‘ea, a 

study. Theoretically, there is no limit to the size of ee. if Sa CaN a Sy e 

the glued, laminated wooden arch, but in practice, the Wo Mar? ob Ne NS 

handling and shipping of the arches impose certain [7 | ee ee any WN a NS 

limitations. , EY ener t ace * . i ‘2 

Even before the arches for the court were fabricated, Green, © a ee ve IPG 

an airport runway was needed to lay out and build |, 3 y ) en fi, se ——_ 

the plywood template needed to align the jigs that a i ly a ey ‘ PD ee 

formed the finished arches. So important were the | I ies Tos. ye ny 

shipping restrictions on such a large span, that even i ; ‘ ae ee a oo ‘a 

before bidding for the job a special shipping plan was a i ee oh E oe 

formulated. This called for specific cars and carriers | Fee a Met \ 7 

and it indicated the sufficiency of tunnel and bridge ; | —Courtesy Unit Structures, Inc. 

clearances between the fabricator’s plant and the job Thy special splice: joint cof 1/2:sinch. thtek steel plate: was 
site. ‘astened to the quarter joint of each arch. 

Once the shipping plan was established, the han- 

dling restrictions were studied. Because the require- In the actual manufacturing of the arches, long 

ments for quality control in glued laminations are so laminations were formed using 2 by 12 inch pieces of 

demanding, lamination at the job site was out. Southern Pine joined end to end by means of scarf 

The laminating process was carried on completely joints, The longest such lamina contained six such scarf 

in plants especially controlled and equipped for the joints. Following this, the laminae pieces were planed 

process. Because of the huge span of the arches, it on each wide face in order to have a smooth surface 

was also decided to ship the arches in four sections, for the gluing process. After the surfacing was com- 

the longest having a length of 88 feet. Ordinarily, wood pleted, the lamina were run through a mechanical glue 

structural members of this type would have only two, spreader and then were placed on the forming jigs in 

or at the most, three sections. This departure from the proper position. 

customary procedure, the use of four arch sections, was The eleven interior arches were fabricated with 

possible because of a special splice joint used at the — casein glue (a mixture of milk curds and alkali), but 

quarter joints of the arch. the single exposed arch was laminated with a water- 

This splice was accomplished by using one-half inch proof glue. After all the lamina were assembled in the 

thick steel plates, 12 feet long on the top of the arch Jigs, screw clamps and calibrated impulse wrenches 

and 6 feet Jong on the bottom. These plates were pulled each piece into place, applying a uniform 

joined to the arch by 100 shear plates at each splice. pressure of 150 psi on all glue lines. The entire process 

The base and the crown connections of each arch had of gluing and clamping for each arch section took 

hinges instead of a splice. At the base, these hinges are about 30 minutes, and then the glue was allowed to 

fastened to buttresses. dry for 24 hours. 
Once the gluing process was completed, all clamps 

— | he ns were removed and each section was taken to a finish- 

of. a Wg (Oe Gree! oto ing table where a portable planer surfaced the sides 

Sn ( ae e* of the arch to its 11 inch width. Then each arch seg- 

i en eo, a x ; “2 ment was precision trimmed to fit its plywood tem- 

ie oe \ Save “ ea) e? . nt plate, sanded, and equipped with its clear plate 

— fe tN ? i 2 connectors. 

pe 3 ae ee a . A 4 After two coats of clear sealer were applied, the 

wa . ~ eS _ tye ee arches were loaded on rail cars and shipped over 1,000 

oe * . eG as << aecasied | i miles to the job site. When the arch sections reached 

——— he mii ie. he? Se EFM << the job site, concrete piers embedded in the ground 

: fe u ? ra e Re UZ a Ve ~ es were prepared to hold the arch bases. Three 1/2 inch 

ae SS 4 oes ™ u Vea * 1.6 diameter steel rods set in cach pier carried the hori- 

oN ee r h\\ a, 5 oa Boy. an zontal component of each arch. 

a et ee “9 Fs \\ ~aeAL Each half arch was assembled on the ground at the 

eas oo A ie ek oe fs site of the construction. After installing the splice plates 

Hee i, g, and crown and base hinge connections, each half arch 

—Courtesy Unit Structures, Inc. was attached to the buttress connections while still on 

While still in the fabrication stage, the quarter arch sections 
were prepared for future splicing at the job site. (Continued on page 54) 
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The Importance of Plant Lighting 

by Paul M. Karcher, m’57 

Artificial lighting is one of the most necessary and mum number of foot-candles into the smallest area at 
universally employed artificial aids to modern life. Dur- _ the lowest possible cost. On the contrary, it is a matter 
ing the hours when natural light is not available, or in of providing adequate intensity with proper diffusion. 
places where it cannot sufficiently penetrate, it is only Intensity refers to the amount of light supplied at the 
with the aid of artificial lighting that one can enjoy the workplace measured in foot-candles. The intensity 
nature of his surroundings or perform the tasks which required for the various jobs around a plant varies 
require vision. However beautiful the design and deco- according to the nature of the work. It is noteworthy 
ration of a room may be, it can be appreciated best that over the years there has been a considerable up- 
only when there is light to see it; however well laid ward revision of the intensity considered desirable for 
out a factory may be, it will be idle if there is no certain types of work. For example, in cases where 35 
light. to 40 foot-candles were adequate a few years ago, 

But the problem of good lighting is not just a lighting engineers are now recommending 50 to 60-foot 
question of light or no light, of seeing or not seeing; it candles. 
is a question of how much the amount and kind of Lighting intensities of over 100 foot-candles are 
light we use affect our efficiency and comfort. Suffi- recommended only for the most exacting factory 
cient and suitable lighting reveals and enhances beauty jobs. As little as 5 to 10 foot-candles is sufficient for 
of form, line, and detail, creates a pleasing atmosphere, aisles, service areas, and the like. General area lighting 
makes one feel cheerful and fit, helps one to work — is usually the best way to produce low intensities, but 
faster without feeling tired, helps to avoid dangers and it is uneconomical to produce high intensities. It is 
accident, promotes cleanliness, and in many other cheaper and just as effective to use to moderate amount 
ways affects favorably our mental and physical health, of general lighting supplemented by additional lighting 
our appreciation of our surroundings, and our working at points where more is needed. It is rarely economical 
efficiency. The wrong type of lighting may have exactly to produce intensities as high as 50 foot-candles by 
the opposite effects. general lighting alone. Many companies maintain a 

Adequate and appropriate plant lighting is impor- general intensity of 25 foot-candles and use supplemen- 
tant no matter what type of building a company occu- tary lighting wherever greater intensities are needed. 
pies. And although there has been great improvement Proper diffusion means that there is a more or less 
throughout industry during the past thirty years, so even spread of the light over the working area with 
far as the adequacy of lighting is concerned, it would freedom from sharp contrasts of light and shade. Dif- 
be too optimistic to say that all plants are up to date ferences in brightness up to ten to one are generally 
in this respect. Thus the subject is one that is worthy regarded as satisfactory for industry, but much higher 
of attention. ratios are often found. If such contrasts are eliminated, 

Although this discussion will remain nontechnical, there will be a reduction in the amount of eye-strain 
there are several definitions required for an under- and eye-fatigue caused by the necessity of the eye to 
standing of the subject. Candlepower refers to the adjust itself to varying intensities of light. Proper diffu- 
illuminating capacity or luminous intensity of a stand- sion, however, does not call for complete elimination 
ard candle. A foot-candle is the amount of direct illu- of shadows since seeing can actually be aided in the 
mination given by a standard candle when it is placed _ right places and at the right angles. 
one foot from the object illuminated. A luminaire is In the case of artificial lighting, proper diffusion is 
the lighting engincer’s name for a complete lighting _ largely a matter of selecting the right type of luminaire 
fixture including the reflector, housing, globe or fluo- and placing it correctly in relation to the working area. 
rescent tube, and any auxiliary equipment. A luminaire serves to direct the light to the area where 

However highly technical the subject of plant light- it is desired and to reduce the brightness which causes 
ing may be, it is important that everyone in a position glare. Thus in selecting a luminaire one should con- 
of responsibility be aware of the general nature of the — sider such things as the efficiency with which it directs 
problem of lighting so that one can recognize when _ the light, the amount of glare which it causes, the ease 
steps should be taken to improve situations which for with which it can be maintained, and its general 
one reason or another have become unsatisfactory. appearance. 

Good lighting is not simply the packing of the maxi- Closely related to the question of proper diffusion is 
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An air products plant artificially lit with both mercury and incandescent lighting. 

that of glare. Glare itself is any brightness within the much of it as possible, particularly for general lighting. 

field of vision which causes discomfort, fatigue of the Supplemental lighting for local areas is used both to 

eyes, annoyance, or interference with vision. Excessive produce greater intensities where they are needed and 

glare in the field of vision can cut visual acuity by as to make always available certain minimum intensities. 

much as 90%. It is harmful to the nervous system, it Diffusing glass or painted glass can be used to reduce 

decreases the efficiency of the worker, and it may be aa good portion of glare from direct sunlight. 

cause of accidents. There are many plants which use ordinary filament 

A well-conceived system of artificial illumination light bulbs of varying wattages placesd in appropriate 

will have one other feature in addition to adequate — reflectors. The reflectors can be simple and inexpensive. 

intensity and proper diffusion, namely flexibility. It is In many cases these lights are used for supplementary 

important always to provide for future changes of lighting or in areas which occasionally require light- 

plant design. Certainly it would be naive to assume ing. They find their best use in those areas where the 

that lighting problems would be exempt from this con- air contains smoke, dirt, or chemical fumes. Thus in 

sideration. Inevitably, changes in product or process boiler rooms, foundries, heat treating rooms, steel mills, 

will call for a lighting system using different intensities, railroad shops, and the like, it is usually economical to 

different light patterns or concentrations, or special use reflector lamps. 

types of ceiling diffusions. Such changes can be In order to eliminate or minimize glare, some atten- 

achieved but they will be more expensive if the fixtures tion must be given to the question of locating these 

are semi-permanent, the number of outlets inadequate, lamps. Generally speaking, the best results have been 

and the ceiling unadaptable to change. obtained by using the lamps in pairs or in clusters with 

Achieving good lighting is complicated by the type each lamp of fairly low wattage rather than a few 

of building a company occupies, the physical charac- quite powerful lamps scattered here and there. The 

teristics of the building, and the nature of the work larger lamps cost more and require more power; 

carried on within it. Most plants have windows admit- hence it may be wise to avoid their use. 

ting light from the outside. As a matter of fact, many Mercury lamps have many industrial uses, although 

industrial buildings are designed to make maximum they are seldom used as a sole source if light. They are 

use of natural illumination. In spite of the vagaries of efficient, provide a maximum amount of light per out- 

natural lighting, it is free, and most companies use as (Continued on page 56) 
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One open door after another 
1 \ 
' 

\ “When I joined the telephone company,” says Office. There I made field studies of proposed con- | : j he telep pany,” say: propose | 
I Walter D. Walker, B.E.E., University of Minnesota, struction projects and drew up plans to guide the ' 

i °51. “I felt I could go in any direction. And that’s construction crews. This combination of inside ' 

{ the way it has been. and outside work gave me invaluable experience. 1 
. « * . 

' “For the first six months I was given on-the-job “In July, 1955, I came to Minneapolis as an ' 

t training in the fundamentals of the telephone busi- Engineer in the Exchange Plant Extension Engi- ! 

i ness—how lines are put up and equipment installed. neer’s Office. We do forecasting—not of the weather, ! 

\ Learning those fundamentals has paid off for me. but of future service needs. Using estimates of { 

i “Then I had the opportunity to go to the Bell growth and economic studies, we make our plans ' 

! Laboratories in New Jersey. I worked on memory _ for the years ahead. We figure out where and when { 

1 crystals—ferro-electric crystals—for use in digital new facilities will be needed to meet future growth. ‘ 

{ computers. I learned how important research is “All this has been preparing me for a real future. i 

' to the telephone business. You see, the telephone company is expanding by 

1 “After two years I came back to Minnesota, to leaps and bounds. That’s why it offers a young t 

1 St. Cloud, to work in the District Plant Engineer’s man so many open doors.” ‘ 
{ 

1 Wally Walker's career is with Northwestern Bell Telephone SE | 

' Company. Many interesting career opportunities exist in other é/ EA) \ 

f Bell Telephone Companies, Bell Telephone Laboratories, West- A ! 

\ ern Electric and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer = ' 

{ has more information regarding Bell System companies. Bell Telephone System 1 

1 1 
i ' 
Looe eee eee eee eee oe een nnn 
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YOUR FUTURE -Chemi d Ke ? emistry and hoppers: 
In an age when most frontiers are Your future? It’s going to be touched a future in chemistry or engineering 
shrinking, there is one that is constant- by chemistry to an extent never dreamed with Koppers, contact your College 
ly growing—the fronticr of the chemist. of by earlier college classes, That’s why Placement Director. Or write Industrial 

This fronticr has been pushed slowly a future in the chemical industry can be Relations Manager, Koppers Company, back ever since the days of the pioneer such a rewarding one for those who are Inc., Koppers Building, Pittsburgh 19, 
18th and igth Century chemists. Their not afraid of the challenge of responsi- Pennsylvania. 
theories, proved in laboratories, were bility, the new and the difficult. —r—“‘™éO™COCOOC 
made useful by the mechanical genius In addition to chemicals and plastics, AY | _ SEND FOR free 24-page 
of engincers such as Heinrich Koppers, Koppers produces tar products, metal : ox 2 heat entitled neu 
designer of the modern chemical recoy- products, pressure-treated wood. It de- . . y s aden yout eters ery coke oven. These carly scientists signs and builds coke, steel and chem- a — "| dustrial Relations. Man- 
Jaid the foundation for the diversified ical plants. i cee ager, Koppers Company 

chemical industry that has grown so If you would like to know more about La — Ree Keppers Building rene . 
sci Pittsburgh 19, Pa, rapidly in the goth Century. 

And what are the results? An indus- oy zs 
try that has helped mankind by devel- Consider a Careei woth Koppers 
oping entirely new and better products 

for more pleasant living; an industry | — | 
that has extendc ad the life of man by i 7 N | K oOo S S E [Re Ss 
developing new or improved medicines; -||KOPPERS||| & 
an industry that has extended the i w a iM A & NGIN Ii 
life of many materials, conserving our | Ye CHEMICALS E INEERING 
natural resources. ed 
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T lif 
Portable packages of electricity help make our lives safer and more enjoyable 

THE BRIGHT BEAM of a flashlight in the hands of an ginning, they developed the great variety of EVEREADY 

airman down at sea... the untold comfort of an almost batteries that now serve dependably in so many appli- 

invisible hearing aid . . . the pleasure of listening to cations. 

your favorite music over a portable radio. #5 ec 
] poms SCIENTISTS of Union Carbide are constantly work- 

THESE INGENIOUS DEVICES have one thing in com- ing on new, improved methods of producing packaged 

mon—they all get their electric power from dry-cell bat- power. Their goal is to make dry-cell batteries do even 

teries. Each day millions of us depend on these porta- more work for all of us. 

ble packages of power for greater safety, comfort, and STUDENTS AND STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about career 

pleasure. opportunities with Union Carbide in ALLOYS, CARBONS, CHEMICALS, 

LARGE BATTERIES furnish power for: signalling and Gases, and Piastics, Write for “Products and Processes” booklet 

communications systems. Hearing aid batteries are now . 

so tiny that they can hide under a dime. Other dry-cells N I O N A R B I D E 

supply power to everything from toys to Geiger counters. . 
PP'y E yous ye tenes AND CARBON CORPORATION 

OVER 60 YEARS AGO, the people of Union Carbide 30 EAST 42ND STREET CE] NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

produced the first commercial dry-cell. From this be- In Canada: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LiMiTED, Toronto 

OO UCC’ Trade-marked Products include -£§$——_\ 

EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries Dynel Textile Fibers SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS Prest-O-LITE Acetylene 

PRESTONE Anti-Freeze ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals HAYNES STELLITE Alloys UNION Carbide LINDE Oxygen 

UNION CARBIDE Silicones BAKELITE, VINYLITE, and KRENE Plastics NATIONAL Carbons © ACHESON Electrodes PyYROFAX Gas 
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ON TO SPACE _— 
The UL Ss Navy released photo- | i [hh 

graphs of an artist’s conception of i SX rrrs— 
the Vanguard three-stage rocket iy a a 
vehicle being designed and_ built a — Um 
to place the world’s first man-made a ‘ oe en 
satellite in its orbit. Also released as oe ee cece —o 
is a drawing depicting the trajec- si i JES cee ees a | ocean tsa 
tory (flight path) of the vehicle aa | / 2 
from its launching point to its orbit ree 
established some 300 miles above Pee a -<cu7 

» ear ‘bis HAN | the earth. A a 
In physical appearance, the satel- aed 7 

lite launching vehicle will resem- staan G we a 
ble a giant rifle shell complete ! ae 
with bullet. It will be the first ‘ ence 
liquid fuel rocket designed to be cee | i oe ‘f = 
controlled without the use of fins. — = | a . : 

The first-stage rocket, approxi- —— “i fe — 
mately 45 feet in length, resembles es. oe PP 
th Navy Martin Viking research e te BR 

ket which attained an altitud ' , \ WA rau rocket which attained an altitude oN XN ea if SS ao = 
of 158.4 miles, a world’s record for ee _ oo \ NS iv - =} SN 

ail Aa CCl TN LS ee. | The second stage rocket, mount- oe oe. \ eo YY A : ee 
ed above the first stage, has a cone CS NN x oe ee 

. + FT Cte Ae “ : shaped nose section. It also uses ‘oe — e) AA NS chee 
liquid propellants. The third stage 4 lz ee — 
rocket, with the satellite attached ae - ‘ a oe 
to its nose, will be carried com- : ee : ~ Pereeenn 
pletely enclosed within the second Artist’s conception of the Navy Martin Vanguard research vehicle. 

—————. \QqoOOwowOqiéi~i—ii%ré—i i i iii stage rocket. The third stage uses 
a solid propellant because of its 

THIRD STAGE simplicity. 
INITIATE 3RD STAGE SPIN: THIRD STAGE — aupNouT & The first stage, which launches 
SEPARATE 2ND STAGE IGNITION SePARATION the entire assembly, will burn out 
OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY its fuel at an altitude of between 

SECOND STAGE guinea ar SSE SPIN STABIL Ep, SATEUUjpe 30 and 40 miles. Then it will sepa- 
BURNOUT const! ORBIT rate and drop off. — 

The second stage will start fir- 
ing, and at a certain time during 

VELOCITY 25,000 FT/SEC the second stage burning will jet- 
ALTITUDE 200-400 MILES icon its se streamlini eavi ae RANCE 1500 MILES tison its nose streamlining, Keaving 

SS/ FIRST STAGE BURNOUT TIME 10 MIN. AFTER the third stage and the satellite 
i AND SEPARATION LAUNCHING exposed. 
ne VERTICAL FLIGHT The second stage rocket will tilt 

\ PRELIMINARY SCHEMATIC T , in the direction of the satellite’s 
LANG RAJECTORY pre-determined flight path. After 

its burnout, the second stage will 
A drawing of the trajectory (flight path) of the Navy Vanguard research vehicle. continue to coast upward until it 
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attains the satellite’s intended orbi- adjuster, adjustable limit pointers, The construction plans were an- 

tal altitude. and reference thickness standards. nounced today at an introduction 

There a spinning movement will The instrument uses an internal of the division’s present develop- 

be imparted to the third stage  alnico magnet which provides flux ment facilities to top military and 

rocket to insure directional stabil- to the contact feet. A variable air aviation officials. 

ity. By that time, the third stage gap in the magnetic circuit—intro- The supersonic test facility will 

will be set on its course; the second duced by the variable thickness of be the ae advanced of its . Saati 

stage will drop off; and the third the film on the backing material— the world. It will be able eine 

stage will start firing. causes flux changes in the circuit. lata the ene conditions a lar se 

The third stage rocket carrying The thicker the film the more flux jet engine winld meas — 

the sphere has no guidance system, will leak between two iron legs at 2300 miles per hour, or dies 

no electronic brain to direct its located between the magnet and ang a half ‘times the speeil of 

flight. It’s job is to boost the satel- the contact feet. A gaussmeter-type sound at 60,000 feet. 

lite’s speed to approximately 18,000 movement measures this internal 

miles per hour. This high speed, leakage flux. Main part of the test facility will 

necessary to counteract the earth’s Accuracy of the PM Thickness be two altitude test cells, each hav- 

gravitational pull, will be attained Gage is 5 to 10 per cent within 50 ing a diameter of 18 feet in which 

at the rocket’s burnout. per cent of the calibration point, engines under test will be housed. 

At burnout, the satellite may be and is capable of taking readings Vast amounts ie air, owing, a 

nudged ahead by means of a re- in any position, making it ideal for supersonic speeds, will be forced 

leasing device in the nose of the spot checks on a production line. cate Ee test ie to simulate 

rocket. Therefore ite speed will be engine flight conditions. 

slightly ede fe te TRANSISTORS IN POWER SYSTEMS (Continued on page 58) 

rocket shell, which will not drop The first application of transis- 

to the earth, but will trail the satel- tors in protective relays for electric 

lite until atmospheric drag causes — Power systems has been made. 

both gradually to slow down and A newly developed alarm relay y 

spiral toward a lower atmosphere. controlled by transistors is three Us 

Through friction induced by and one-half times more sensitive : 

passing into this denser atmos- than previous designs. _ = 

phere, both satellite and rocket In the alarm unit of the nega- oo. ray 

will burn briefly and disintegrate tive-phase-sequence overcunrent Ee- ee a 
after the manner of meteors: lay where transistors are now ap- i; .. ‘ Ee 

plied, the relay becomes more sen- rs “4 

COATING CHECK sitive in protecting generators. _ VY 

K thickness gage, the size of a When the relay was first intro- p av \ 

child’s top which operates on a duced in 1953 with an alarm unit y “ 

magnetic principle and requires of conventional design, the alarm i, Y 

no power, has been developed. would function if the negative- i sb : RG 

The new  Permanent-Magnet phe Sequence current exceeded q me 1 5 

(PM) ‘Thickness Gage is designed za pet cent of mul lowe ae io : (yi 

for quick, accurate, non-destruc- p hase-sequence currents With the | WS 

tive measurement of the thickness a, the aon um vt “hie ™ Cb th 

of non-magnetic materials bonded ‘ etect tg I> jer cantik Ais Bigs Ah) Hi 
; . quantity. od | / J, 

‘9 smooth ION, OF = oe Further application of transistors , Ae 

vena nn ie ae is expected to result in improved a sd p 

. performance, smaller sizes, and re- 4 7 

be placed over a magnetic refer-— Giyced maintenance for relays, and Ny 4 

oh a fe: whieh \ wider use of transistors in relays E 7 id 

ypical materials which can be is being studied. ie Me 

measured are paint coatings, plat- s being studied i "S 

ings, enamels and sheet materials TESTING AT 2,300 MPH 

such as plastics, paper and mica. A $20,000,000 test facility capa- , . 

The small, portable gage con- ble of simulating supersonic flight eee sae a enue, Bue in apeue 

sists of a double range scale (high conditions for jet engines three eral Electric employee at the Hanford 

scale from 0.001 to 0.060 inch and times more powerful than any cur- plutonium plant using head antennas and. 

low scale from 0.000 to 0.007 inch), rently in production will be con- cue ic report beady ie 

range changing slider, calibration structed, and clothing protect from contamination. 
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The J-57, in the 10,000-pound thrust class, is the most powerful turbojet engine now in production. A new generation of U.S. air 
power has been designed around this mighty new Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engine. 
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North American’s F-100 Super Sabre, fastest Air Force jet fighter, 2 Praia a 

is powered by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s J-57 engine. : ce cette S sisi 

- = . First all-jet heavy U. S. Air Force bombers are the huge Boeing 

| / rt _ a B-52s, powered by eight J-57s mounted in pairs. 

U@UCOCOCOEOE,—rrrrt—t—‘_D See _ : ee 

ee rl 
The Douglas F4D Skyray, fastest Navy jet fighter, will be pow- The Douglas A8D, the Navy’s most powerful carrier-basec 

ered with the big J-57 engine. attack airplane, has two J-57 engines. 

Blazing the Way for a New 

Generation of Air Power 
The most powerful turbojet engine in production is The importance of the J-57 in America’s air power 

biazing the way for a whole new generation of program is clearly shown by the fact that it is the 

American aircraft. power plant for three of the new “century series” 

7 se Whi 3 r fighters for the U. S. Air Force—North American’s 

That engme 38 Pratt & tney Aircraft S J-57, F-100, McDonnell’s F-101 and Convair’s F-102— 
the first turbojet to achieve an official rating in the 8 
10.000-pound thrust class as well as Boeing’s B-52 heavy bomber. The Navy, 

ee ° too, has chosen the J-57 for its most powerful attack 

But the J-57 provides far more than extreme high aircraft, the Douglas A3D, the Douglas F4D fighter 

thrust. Its unique Pratt & Whitney Aircraft design, and for the Chance Vought F8U day fighter. And 

achieved after years of intensive research and engi- the J-57 will power the Boeing 707 jet transport. 

neering, offers as well the low specific fuel consump- The J-57 is fully justifying the long years and 

tion so vital to jet-powered bombers and future intensive effort required for its development, pro- 

transports, plus the additional important factor of viding pace-setting performance for a new genera- 

fast acceleration. tion of American aircraft. 

Engineering graduates who can see the challenge in this new generation, might well 
consider a career with the world’s foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines. 

ye 
ees 

gm PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
Voapie WY DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT 
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Behind Today’s Miracle Machines... 

, = 7 
a Master’s Touch in Oil 

World’s largest outdoor turbine plant, producin free world—more than half the big turbines (5000 OS are : > P ; g 
electricity for Atomic Energy Works at Paducah. kilowatts and over)... a gy > 

entuc. eae j ] K y All have one thing in common—socony MOBIL’s 
Giant eye of the Mt. Palomar telescope through master touch in lubrication. 
vyhich man sees fa i 2 Vv see which man sees farther into space than ever before Good reason! Men who depend on machinery de- 

World’s most completely automated plant, manu- pend on SOCONY MOBIL, as a partner in its protection. 

facturing automobile engines . . . x * x 
Wherever there’s progress in motion—in your car First successful diamond-making machine .. . " 7 irstisuccess ful ond-making machine your factory, your farm or your home—you, too, 

One of every six industrial wheels turning in the can look to the leader for lubrication. 

SOCONY MOBIL OIL COMPANY,*‘INC. 

LEADER IN LUBRICATION FOR NEARLY A CENTURY 

Affiliates: General Petroleum Corporation, Magnolia Petroleum Company 

Mobil Overseas Oil Company and Mobil Producing Compan p pany 
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At David Sarnoff Research Center, Princeton, N.J., RCA tests one of loudspeakers used in new high fidelity “Victrola” phonographs. 

RCA creates a new kind of high fidelity 

= = . 

in the silence of this room 

In this room you can hear a pin formance through the range of 

drop. The jagged walls absorb alien audible sound. Here is more music 

noise so that delicate instruments than you’ve ever heard before. Here WHERE TO, 

can make sure reproduced sound is the ultimate in high fidelity. 

matches the original as closely as The skill behind new Orthophonic MR. ENGINEER? 

possible. “Victrolas” is inherent in all RCA RCA offers careers in re- 

Thus a new kind of high fidelity products and services. And continu- search, development, design, 

is born—and brought to you for the ally, RCA scientists strive to open and manufacturing for 

first time in new RCA Victor Ortho- new frontiers of ‘Electronics for et iv Bachelor z. 

phonic ‘Victrola’ phonographs. Living” —electronics that make life ME. or Physics vor full 

Listen! Here is distortion-free per- happier, easier, safer. information, write 62 Ne 

Robert Haklisch, Manager, 

® 
College Relations, Radio 

S ti f Americ 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA CON OTa Se ge RRMEESAS 

Electronics for Living 
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WISCONSIN W. S. a E. 

SOCIETY OF f 
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE DIVISION, mittee on the Place of General 

PROFESSIONAL *ENGINECIN CoUaGiGn Studies in the Technical Institute 
REPORT ON GENERAL ” Program asa Result of the Survey 

ENGINEERS STUDIES : Duca Technics Used to 
Accomplish General Education Ob- 

By KARL O. WERWATH jectives Through Both Curricular 
Among the 18 standing commit- and Extracurricular Activities.” 

SECRETARY'S OFFICE tees of the Technical Institute Divi- 
575 Toepfer Avenue sion of the American Society for WISCONSIN SOCIETY OF PRO- 
Madison 5, Wisconsin Engineering Education, ten are FESSIONAL ENGINEERS 13th 

Haroup N. Kinosnuney, Secretary- charged with some phase of cur- ANNUAL MEETING 
Treasurer riculum development of the tech- Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee, 

nical institute type of higher edu- Wisconsin 
PUBLICATION COMMITTEE cation. Some of these standing com- EDUCATIONAL GROUP 

122 W. Washingt we mittees are engaged in broad John Gammell, Presiding 

Madison, Wisconsin studies, as applied to curriculum Mr. John Gammell, the presid- M. L. Hoctunp, La Crosse development, such as Student ing officer, opened the meeting 
J. M. Houpensy, Rhinelander Selection and Guidance, Teacher with a brief statement of the topics 
Ee lene wee ae Completion Credentials, to be discussed, namely, “What is 
C. E Maraen Wauiwanged © anions with Industry, Man- being done and what should we do CM. PERLATAN, Madison power Studies and Enrollment and about Nuclear Energy Education 

W. A. Rosenkranz, Chippewa Falls Graduate ene the proj- in Engineering Colleges?” and 
ects accomplished by these groups “Teaching hich s athematics 

W.S.P.E. OFFICERS indirectly comes valuable informa- feeclint seneo eae 
; A. O. Avnes, Frosident / tion for the development of course He then introduced Dean K. j Ocho Stem ie ree Seen, Other committees ae ewan Cole of Bnei c BP: Seine Past President gaged in the examination and de- University of Wisconsin, who led 

H. N. Kincsaury, Sec retary-Treasurer velopment of new programs, such the discussion on “WHAT IS JAMES BAMBery, Director as the groups working on Metals BEING DONE AND WHAT 
E. C. Kornven, Director Technology and Nucleonics. A SHOULD WE DO ABOUT NU- 
Lo ae jo third type of committee activity is CLEAR ENERGY EDUCATION 

W. E. Dick. Director devoted directly to the study of IN ENGINEERING” 
quantitative and qualitative anal- 5, ste , 3 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES vses of courses now being offered. Ase Wendt stated that the RicHARD ‘Ce Chanx : - ee appointed a committee in Hanoy Tnesren Two major published studies have 1950 to study Nuclear Engineering 
———restilted from such work, One is Education. The work of this com- 

sigue wns =O the five year study “Quantitative mittee was closely associated with 

As a professional engineer, I dedicate Analysis of Suhipet Mate a bel the AEC. The activities of the com- my professional knowledge and skill to nical Institute Type Curricula as mittee resulted in the establish- 
the advancement and betterment of Accredited by the Engineers’ Coun- ment of seminars, meetings, and in 
human welfare. cil for Professional Development the publication of reports. In 1955, 

| PLEDGE om November 1, 1949 and Related survey was made by the deans of ee Qualitative piney’ of Subject Con- the engineering schools and in their 
to participate in none but honest enter- tent in Mathematics, Dr awing, In- report, they pointed out that the 
prise, to live and work according to the ‘lustrial Electricity, Physics, Eng- engineering schools faced four laws of and the highest standards lish and Electronics by the Curric- broad problems, namely: 
of professional conduct. To place serv- ulum Development Committee, ° ice before profit, the honor and standing Technical Institute Division, Amer- 1. To determine the immediate 
tee "Wotan oe an ican Society for Engineering Edu- Heeds fe ere in ae 
other considerations. In humility and cation, from October, 1951 to June, nuclear eld anc the mee 
with need for Divine Guidance, I make 1955” and a second is the recent able long-term requirements: 
this pledge. one year study “Report of the Com- (Continued on page 42) 
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L. W. LEMBCKE 

Wisconsin Valley Chapter President 

This month the “Meet the President” series features L. W. Lembcke, 

president of the Wisconsin Valley Chapter. Mr. Lembcke is a graduate 

of the University of Wisconsin having received his Bachelor of Science 

degree in Civil Engineering in 1927. Also in 1927 he was married to 

Lucille Haddy. They now have two daughters, Lois and Florence. 

Mr. Lembcke was born on April 22, 1887 in Township Center, 

Outagamie County, Wisconsin. He is employed by the Wisconsin Con- 

servation Department as Chief Mechanical Engineer. 

MAY, 1956 
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W S P E NEW MEMBERS AND AFFILIATE MEMBERS IN WSPE JF .E. 
MARCH 3, 1956 

(Continued from page 40) 

2. To present information rela- Name and Position | Address | Reg. Now | Sponsor 

tive to undergraduate, grad- ilwxunee | 
ate sos rapids snoeane Francis Joseph Beaudry 3103 N. 27th St. B-4715 | R. H. Guthrie uate, and special programs Self Employed | Milwaukee 16 ' ‘ 

which colleges and universi- ¥- J. Beaudry, Consulting Eng. i 
x . . age Ja Ti an Boyd 8621 W. Orchard K-6006 . A. Francis tices might be in a position to Puy aagtmsn Bo oreo tte | MreOOs: | Deed. Beanble : an Pressed Stecl Tank Co. | offer to aid in the over-all Shee EEE anise | sduediond we ap John Winfield Boyd 8621 W. Orchard £6007 | D. A. Francis education in engineers for this Equipment Eng. Milwaukee 14 | field Pressed Steel Tank Co. | 

, Northwest 
3. To determine the part  col- Norman, Wallace Gehlhar 338 E, MacArthur Ave, | 826568 | VM. Duterk 

leges and universities should U.S. Rubber Co. | | 
. : C Louis Henry Gude | 2-4 S. Barstow St. H-5567 |. W. Deterli play in the education of for- Relay Dept Supt, | much | eT |B. W. Deterling 

: * . . : N hern States Power Co. cign engineers in the field of SRERSrn nets Rawer eo) | | | 
. * i Southwest | nuclear engineering. Daniel Edward Gaffney PO Box 570 | £2687) | D. B. Johnson - Engineer Madison 1 1 4. To study the long-term role Mead and Hunt, Inc. | | i 

of government sponsored George Lee Richardson | 1320 Emerson St. | B-5586 | L. Stockner 2 Maintenance Supt. Beloit | | 
training programs. Wis. Power & Light Co. | | | 

Merle Elwood ‘Timmeke | 931 Chureh St. | weage7 |p. A. Johnson 
op : : Asst. Eng. Mech. Design | Beloit | 
The best study in answering Fairbanks Morse & Co. | | 

. | | | these questions was made by Robert L. Anderson 232 Locust St. | E6002 |W. W. Warayn Seed ony. . Asst. Airport Eng. Oak Park Tr. Ct. | 
Professor Myers. This study pre- Wis. St. Aeronautics Com. Madison 4 | ) YE | | 
sents the following alternatives: Cass Prank Hure | Fairbanks Morse & Co. | des588 | PJ. Grogan Thiet Dev. Eng. Beloit | aa a a Fairbanks Morse & Co. 1. The minimum. offering that ae neces | | ‘ould be regarded as signifi Warren Bugene Stenstrom 2217 Newman St. E5738 |W. HL. Ferria could be regarded as signifi- Plonaiue Ene. Janeaville i 

2 Wis. Power & Light Co. | | | cant in an undergraduate en- | | j ‘ Lon : Arnold Carl Besserdich | 3437 Kdgehill Pky. | 2091 | P. J. Grogan gineering program is 6 credits. Si. Power Plant Eng. | Madison's A i i — State of Wisconsin | 
2. An rgraduate m | ‘one ergraduate option Frank Charles Vibrans, Jr | 2661 Riverside Dr. | #5753 | Pp. J. Grogan NGKE GBIGAHING  w: Marine Eng. Beloit | nuclear engineering — w ould — Marine tng: ae & Co. | | 

‘rease . sring 5 | increase the offering to 15 Robert Turner Fey 4325 Bagley Pkwy. | is-6018 | D. B. Johnson redite. The cost of sani Engineer Madison 5 | credits, The cost of equip Mead and Hunt, inc. | ‘ « thie Wenham Aowiad« | ment for this program accord Theodore Jacob Scherer 4010 Mandan Crescent 12336 | H. L. Gibson 
ing to Professor Myers would Fee one ieht Co. Madison | 
be $13,000. Jervis Daniel Swannack 1640 Oakwood 15-4045 | P. A, Johnson : . sy 8 Thief Design Analyst Beloit 3. A third alternative is to offer Fairbanks Morse & Co. | 
a major in nuclear engineer- Robert J. Maddock 1841 N. Church St. E-4626 | BG. Elliott 4 7 Design Analyst Beloit | ing of 27 credits. In order to Fairbanks Morse & Co. | 

equip an engineering school Richard H. Prescott Fairbanks Morse & Co. B-5423 | K. J. Kallevang . Slee, Eng. eloit 
to offer an undergraduate Fairbanks Morse & Co. | 

program would cost approxi- Southeast é i Frederick A. Cape 610 Walton Ave. E-5061 | N.C. Johnson 
mately $430,000. Sec.-Supt. Racine ; James Cape & Sons Co. 

4. To expand this minimum pro- Fox River Valley | 
gram of an_ undergraduate gn Design ing Box 270. Rt 2 | E-5841 | W. B. Wigton 
level to a graduate program —— “idaings & Lewis Machine Toot Co. 

20) credite w + aace Wisconsin Valley of 30 credits would increase Gene°Arthur Rowland Mead Witter Bldg. #6054 | J. K. Primm : Partner isconsi i the cost by another $300,000. Hd Naas | ‘Wasronsin Rapids | 
5. For an adequate PH.D pro- — rotat—21 members | | | 

gram the cost of the facilities — a SS a ananin 
and equipment would be ap- this outlay? To clarify the thinking Dean Wendt stated that there is 
yroximately $1,000,000. on this problem, Dean Wendt no way of getting the information I j ) gS 

raised two questions: from industry as to the number of 
This indicates that for a school 1. What is the need for trained nuclear engineers needed today. 

of engineering to set up an engi- , enginests in nuclear apiece From studies made, the present 
necring program in nuclear energy ing? need would indicate that we need 
would entail a considerable out- SF from 500 to 1000. It perhaps is pos- 
av of > ; > need 5 ee 2 z . cra Sheil 2, . , 

lay of money. Is the need so great 2. What kind of training is sible Dean Wendt continued, that 
for nuclear engineers to warrant needed? (Continued on page 44) 
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[. the engineer who likes 

al to blaze new trails... 

fy 

BUMPY ROAD FOR HOT MOLECULES, {yj 

an AiResearch development, helps lick heat problem hi 

in modern engineering. Dimples interrupt the bf 

AiResearch is looking for your smooth flow of air in thin walled tubes, sl 

kind of engineer. permit more rapid exchange of hot and cold Si 

AiResearch is a key company molecules and step up cooling efficiency 26%. é ‘4 

in the industrial future of Amer- j 4 di 

ica. We are playing a vital part a bh 

inthe great engineering advances ini, - oe 

now taking place. in & aa 

The field of heat transfer is an , 7. P : 

example. The advent of high- a ' y 4 a | 

speed, high-altitude aircraft has a +. , 4 ae ) 

made heat control one of the A i 4 i lpia ) A 

most pressing present-day prob- Z b 7 f a 

lems. This promises to be even a oe “ i 5 Sa 

more acute when atomic energy Ye a fe ‘ a / 4 

becomes an industrial fact. 7 | bh y 4 - 

AiResearch is constantly devel- ” 7 4 Ke a ,. 

oping new methods of heat trans- a a rae \ £ 
i 6 bi. iv a eae yt 

fer. But this is only one aspect of a | x. , 

our operation. We pioneered the A fh —m ee oO — 

field of small turbomachinery, , VL 4 a a 

pioneered aircraft air-condition- ha 2 sila 

ing and pressurization systems, [= hl, P 

developed many different types yA 2 

of pneumatic and electronic i 

equipment, now manufacture [an 
more than 1000 different prod- NI 
ucts. We develop new solutions = 

for industry as required. 
That’s why we need creative 

engineers... and appreciate Premium positions are now Write to Mr. Wayne Clifford, 

them. You who qualify for an open for mechanical engineers AiResearch Manufacturing 

AiResearch position will receive _ ... electrical engineers...physi- Company, 9851 S. Sepulveda 

stimulating assignments, utilize  cists...specialists in engineering Blvd.,Los Angeles 45, California. 

some of the finest research facil. mechanics...specialists in aero- Indicate your preference as to 

ities in the country and be well _dynamics...electronics engineers location either in Los Angeles 

rewarded financially. ...aeronautical engineers. or Phoenix. 

THE Gamer) CORPORATION 

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 

Los: Angeles 45, California » Phoenix, Arizona 

Designers and manufacturers of aircraft components: nermccrarion systems » PHEUMATIC VALVES AND CONTROLS + TEMPERATURE CONTROLS 

CABIN, AIR COMPRESSORS + TURBINE MOTORS + GAS TURBINE ENGINES * CABIN PRESSURE CONTROLS + HEAT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT + ELECTRO-MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT + ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS AND CONTROLS 
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W.S.P.E. abound and graduating seniors, dled with tasks which can be satis- 
with this distorted picture in mind, _factorily performed by less well- 

(Continued from page 42) do not normally seek employment trained personnel, that his job will 
the school of engineering can doa Zovernment service. Another be both creative and professional. 
good job in a few basic courses in factor which bears mentioning is If these aims are accomplished de- 
nuclear engineering on the under- the use of engineers in non-engi- mands for more engineers will be 
graduate level and then give them neering work and conversely, the tempered by actual needs and 
the broader training after gradua- admittance of non-engineers to the supply should eventually meet 
tion in a graduate school. engineering classifications. The demand. 

He pointed out that a coopera- former is a breach of good man- 
tive program by the schools of en-  ®8ement practice for which private NEW NSPE PUBLICATIONS 
gineering has been suggested. Last enterprise can be found as guilty (Unless otherwise indicated publica- fall, the deans of the midwest engi- as government service. tions listed below are free and may be 
neering schools met and discussed The State Highway Commission —— by writing eo ie National A 5 ociety of Professional Engineers, 2029 such a program. They determined pays regular visits to twelve mid- K Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.) 
that the cost of a cooperative grad- western colleges and universities 
uate school would be as follows: twice each year. In addition to this, CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 

1. Facilitics and equipment— the department sends informational New monographs outlining vari- 
$3.000.000 materials to about 140 accredited ous chapter functions have been 

2. Ground and_ buildings — $5,- sehonls throughout bes country. AS prepared for the use of Chapters: 000,000 part of its recruiting program it Promote Ethical Practice, Chapter 
3. Facilities for staff and. stu: also gathers and maintains data on Publications, Functional Group 

dents—$4,000,000 current salaries being offered by Activities and Meetings, Fellow- 
competing agencies and in this ship and Attendance. 

The total cost of such a separate Way has succeeded rather well in 
nuclear engineering school would keeping abreast of competition. CONSULTING: ENGINEERS 
be $12,000,000, Furthermore supplementary data So You Want to Open a Consult- 

In conclusion, Dean Wendt — thus obtained have indicated that — ing office—Series of articles deal- 
pointed out the biggest problem 2 high initial salary offer is not the ing with problems faced in open- 
faced by schools in the field of nu- final answer to the problem of de- ing a consulting office: By way of clear engineering is where to get Vising and maintaining a success- qualifications—John B. McGauphy, 
the teachers. Already some steps ful engineer recruiting program. _ P. E, Operating Your Practice— 
are taken to help solve this prob- Government agencies have been Alfred J. Ryan, P. E., Ethical Prob- 
lem. The ASEE, the National too prone to wring their hands lems—Francis S. Friel, P. E., Re- 
Science Foundation, AEC, and — over salary discrepancies and over- prints from American Engineer. 
Northwestern University are spon- look the fact that the successful re- 20¢ each article—3 for 50¢. 
soring an 8 week institute during cruiting program cannot base its EDUCATION 
the summer of 1956 at the Argonne appeal on this factor alone. Needed: A Sues Value 
Laboratory. The purpose of the in- In conclusion, it must be stated B ee . Bz . uh . tts “ "or stitute is to provide engineering the previously mentioned innova- — — beatles —— : eee : 
college faculty members with in- tions in employment of engineers tee bie A “ a Be 
formation which will help them to by the State Highway Commission _ Print from American Engineer. incorporate nuclear engineering are not expected to solve the engi- GOVERNMENT 
material into their courses of in- HES shortage, completely. The en- Engineers in the Federal Gov- 

struction, Since whe gilanes salary above ernment—Reprint from American such considerations as public serv- : . . ; ; ‘ ; : Engineer (NSPE Believes). RECRUITING, RETENTION AND USE __ ice, job satisfaction and creative 
OF ENGINEERS BY THE STATE opportunity will never be attracted PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

eT Wee to the State Highway Commission Professionalism in Industry: The 
or any other organization with a Dow Story—Case history of profes- 

” BO MILNAUPT fixed salary structure. On the other sionalism in industry. Reprint from ersonnel Officer hand salary adjustments are a American Engineer. 
Probably the most critical short- necessary counterpart of an effec- 

age of engincers today is the short- tive production or service program PUBLIC RELATIONS 
age in government service. There in any organization. Once an engi- The National Engineers’ Week 
are many reasons for this; govern- neer has been employed however, Story—Review of nation-wide ac- 
mental agencies are usually he must be shown that his engi- tivities of Engineers’ Week for thought of as organizations where neering training will be effectively 1955. 
low pay and limited opportunity utilized, that he will not be sad- (Continued on page 46) 
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The diagram, with a minimum number of reactors, illustrates cyclic 

regeneration. Piping arrangement permits the swing reactor to substitute 
for any other reactor in the system. High activity of catalyst is maintained 
—without interrupting production—in the ULTRAFORMING process. 

HOW TO KEEP $1,000,000 WORTH 

When you have a million dollars’ worth of with a better answer. They developed a new 

platinum catalyst in a single refinery unit, you type of platinum catalyst, and they learned 

hope you can keep it steadily on the job. That’s how to regenerate it repeatedly—while it is 

too much money to be standing around idle. still in the unit. When a swing reactor is pro- 

Also, you’d like to keep the catalyst working vided, the unit need not even be shut down. 
at high efficiency. The new process is called ULTRAFORMING. 

Most catalysts lose activity with use. The During a year of ULTRAFORMING at Texas 
platinum that “reforms” 40-octane gasoline to City, one reactor was regenerated 53 times. 
100-octane gasoline is no exception. And the The unit is still producing 100-octane gasoline. 
higher the octane number, the faster the cat- ULTRAFORMING also gives high yields of 

alyst loses activity. by-product hydrogen. The hydrogen can be 
For years activity could be restored only by used in upgrading other oil products. Or, it 

taking the catalyst out of the unit and sending can be reacted with nitrogen from the air to 
it away for special treatment.To keep from hav- make ammonia. 
ing too many of these shutdowns, refiners had ULTRAFORMING is only one of the many 

to operate at relatively low octane numbers. major achievements credited to the scientists 
Standard Oil research scientists came up who have made careers at Standard Oil. 

tandar 1 OoOmpany (stanpard 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois 
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| W.S.P.E attended and, although this is con- 

sidered a normal turnout, T. K. 
(Continued from page 44) Jordan, program chairman, offered 

REGISTRATION a plan whereby each member pres- 
Professional Engineering Regis- ent at this meeting will assume 

tration Laws—A compendium com- "esponsibility to call three other 
piled by Alfred L. McCawley in ™embers assigned to him prior to 

ons | cooperation with NSPE. Available the next meeting to remind them 
| from A. L. McCawley, Box 474 and urge attendance. It is hoped 

7 Jefferson City Missouri—$8.75. that a substantial increase will be 

, gained thereby. 
s 

UNITY Paul J. Grogan of the program 
welded steel | Let's Take Warning From His- committee introduced the speaker 

| tory—President A. C. Neff. Re- who gave an excellent presentation 
or cast iron print from’ American Engineer. of a subject so vitally important to 

| 2 ars engineers as well as | VOCATIONAL. GUIDANCE seaployens of aes as well as 

| _ . 0 engineers themselves. HE first question you'd ask is... Do We Have Enough Engineers? “The greatest’ Secret ia holdi " : 5 ; . . e greatest secret in holding 
does the design do the best job Reprint from American Engineer &isinsers 48 ito. have: a growing 

at lowest cost? If not—why not. (NSPE Believes ) -ngineers as to nave . gre wing 
. . . . company or organization,” Mr. 

Industry constantly asks why things Engineering... A Creative Moody said. “Th. fe anuet be 
are done the way they are... to see if | Profession Offering a Career of ah Il y® y aad 6 wel oak a 

oj o oss . . challengin. and row with ne there is a better, less costly way. | Opportunity—A general vocational man.” _. of corn mportant or ; : an.” Some “ re ie 
One question is why shouldn't all guidance pamphlet for parents, A ; : Pera machinery be designed for welded and counselors factors in attracting and holding 

steel... when steel designsare strong- |” Engi i Fe The Fut R engineering talent are: a good 
ae | snginee or 2 e—Re- we s - er, more rigid, more rugged... yet | _ veers t . ee ure” © training program, creative inter- 

cost less to build. | print from American Engineer is 
| (NSPE Believes) esting work, a good prospective 

By hen ae how to use welded . eneves ). future, job security, and beneficial 

steely you hold thezanswets to many | MEMBERSHIP REPORT retirement program. 
designing problems. Here for example - 
is how one machine part is made for | MARCH 3, 1956 He cautioned that employers 
43% less cost bya simple change from Ss take greater “interest and acquaint 
cast iron to steel. Total members and affiliate members as of themselves with the problem of 

adanuaty 26, 1956: - . . 5 
Reece 1154 holding men in the 4 to 8 years 

— - | Total... . ry experience category in addition to 

lop tig * | sepesae: their interest in recruiting young 

7 wea | Retimed Te” AWS, Swi «=| graduates.” 
vd 4. ee | eG a He pointed out that companies 
i \ se i | ns . : 5 

\ ch mg | Ghangevol dauslfeacion ; y and management are becoming 

\ <= ' ly a ait | Additions since January 26, 1956: aware of professionalism in engi- 
bal = ‘ans : Cont $664.58 | Atnitate taomahats *, neering and should encourage 

. = —s | » nota oath 4 tl 21 young engineers toward registra- 

=n on | ‘Total membership: tion and participation in profes- 

reget = i er aes o Ae sional societies. All of which will 
ee | o : : 

We es | ‘Total . 1292 tend to elevate the engineering pro- 

Sa | — {= Seee Se fession towards universal recogni- y oe ae | : a o , \ Ae Ws ae * | tion and with it better compensa- 
Welded Steel Wnt Mi | j | j sia" \eai 39 6=6« Chapter News \- = IES Cost $378.34 var | SOUTHEAST CHAPTER NEWS 

| SOUTHWEST CHAPTER DONALD C. BENGS 

: . “How to Attract and Hold Engi- Wesley Burmeister P.E. district 
Latest ideas for developing welded | neering Talent” was the subject of engineer for the Wisconsin High- 
steel designs are available to engineer- | s » 3 “en 
ing students by writing for Elements | great interest presented by Arthur Way Commission | qpoke OP The of Machine Design. | M. G. Moody, Chief Engineer, Engineer in the Highway Program 

| Trane Company of La Crosse, to at the quarterly dinner meeting in 
THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY the Southwest Chapter at their the Hotel Racine on March 7th. 

dinner meeting held at the Cuba The Chapter voted to extend 
Dept. 6200, Cleveland 17 Ohio 5 & held 2 MY ee 

Club on Tuesday, March 20. an invitation to the WSPE to hold 
THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER ; . 

OF ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT | About 50 members and guests (Continued on page 50) 
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° ° ° e B-52 jack screw—a typical Boeing design challenge 

On Boeing B-52 bombers, the hori MARC IM-99 pilotless interceptor, and In addition to design engineering, zontal tail surface has more area than the aircraft of the future. there are openings on other Bocing teams wing of a standard twin-engine airliner. Because of Bocing’s steady expansion, in rescarch and production. Engineers 
Yet it can be moved in flight, up ordown, there is continuing need for additional __ like the life in the just-right _Size com- to trim the aircraft. engineers. There are more than twice as ™Munities of Seattle and Wichita. They 

‘The device that performs this function many engincers with the company now May pursue advanced studies with com> is a jack screw, which, though it weighs as at the peak of World War II. Because pany Se the 1 tuition zl De hace only 255 pounds, can exert a force of Boeing is an “engincers’ company,” and 7 @ ten ‘ vce f moat B BB, vndle approximately 225 tons! promotes from within, these men find a ee Wick for you at Bocing-Scattle . é, z ‘ sud ities . MvARRaRKe: or boeing-Wichita. Many kinds of engineering skills went WNUsual opportunities for advancement. 8 
into designing and developing a jack Design engineers at Boeing work with For further Boeing career information consult your screw so precise that it automatically com- other topnotch engineers in close-knit Placement Office or write to either: a or stretch and compression roject teams. They obtain broad experi- . pensates for stre eS onbression project teams. ‘They obtain broad experi- guy ¢, SANDERS, Staff Engineer —Personnel under load. Civil, electrical, mechanical ence with outstanding men in many Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash and aeronautical engineers, and mathe- fields, and have full scope for creative ig Arp! ‘ompany, Se , - 
maticians and physicists — all find chal- _ expression, professional growth and indi- —_ RayMonp J. B. HOFFMAN, Admin. Engineer lenging work on Boeing design projects vidual recognition, And they find satis- Boeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas for the B-52 global jet bomber, and for faction in the high engineering integrity 
the 707 jet tanker-transport, the BO- that is a Boeing byword. BOING 

Aviation leadership since 1916 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON WICHITA, KANSAS, 
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LENE Bees In the ability to transmit electricity, all are free to move when only a small dif- 
ii a ghee, ie forms of matter may be divided into ference of potential is applied to the 

eo ee ] two general classes, namely, conductors ends of the conductor and, since they 

eee Be SSE” SER ’ and insulators. Conductors permit elec- are negatively charged, they flow to the 

g feo Soe | tric current to flow readily; that is, positively charged end. This movement 

: oo BES they offer little resistance to its flow, of electrons is electric current. 

i © ae whereas, insulators offer relatively great 

| 7x19x7 1 resistance to the flow of electricity. All _In passing through conductors, the elec- 
! Rope-Lay substances at normal temperatures of- trons must pass through the electron 

i Bunched : fer some resistance to the flow of fields of many atoms. They thus collide 

i electric current. In general, the metals with the atomic nuclei and other elec- 

ae iis! are good conductors, while glass, trons. These collisions obstruct the flow 

i oS Rant, 1 oil and most organic substances are of electrons and result in electrical re- 
at eae classed as insulators. Although silver sistance. | 

TORR £2, : offers the lowest resistance to the flow The resistance of a homogeneous 

noes es of electricity of the common metals, its conductor of uniform cross-sectional 

“BERS cost is such that it is not widely used as area varies directly as its length and 

ao ee a conductor. The conductors most gen- inversely as its cross-section, the length 

] erally used in the cable industry are being in the direction of current flow. 

nen: | made of copper or aluminum. That is, R=pL/A where, R is the re- 

i Concentric oo The manner in which electricity flows sistance in ohms, L is the length in the 

: a through elementary material may be direction of current flow, A is the area 

: i ag readily visualized from the modern con- perpendicular to the length and p is a 

BERR, : 3 cepts of the structure of matter. Ac- constant of the particular material 

Lee CREST oI cording to these concepts all elements known as its specific resistivity. When 

| SES a are made up of minute indivisible part- the length and area are expressed in the 

| REO? icles called atoms. These in turn are same units such as L=one inch and 

xy ce composed of a positively charged nu- A=one square inch, R=pX 1/1 or 

| 19x7 oS cleus around which one or more very R=p, the specific resistance of the ma- 

Rope-Lay - small negatively charged particles, terial in ohms per inch cube. 

| Concentric S| called electrons, rotate at high velocity. The length and area of a conductor 

| . R 5 In conductors, some of these electrons are generally expressed in other units 

BS a 
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than inches. The most commonly used These two factors, voltage drop and | SEER, i 

unit of cross-sectional area in the cable conductor heating, are of prime impor- \ RIREEIEES : 

industry is the circular mil, usually tance in the design of conductors. Con- i SORRY 

designated as cir. mil or CM. This is ductors must be of sufficiently low re- BATES AT 
the area of a circle whose diameter is sistance that the voltage drop does not | COS POO ES 

one mil, 0.001 inch. The area of a cir- become excessive. In good design this i PS ISITE PIES 

cular mil is 7/4 or 0.7854 of a square voltage drop should not exceed 3 per | STONES 

mil. The unit of length usually associ- cent for power circuits or 1 percent for | CHERRY 

ated with this unit is the foot and the __ighting circuits. The conductors should | QT 
resistance becomes ohms per CM-foot. also be large enough that, when carry- i CEI GO 

The resistance of annealed copper and ing their current, their temperature | OS 
aluminum per circular mil-foot at 20C does not exceed that for which their | 169 strand 

are 10.371 and 17.011 ohms respec- insulation is designed. This rated cur- Concentric 
tively. The resistance of a copper con- rent is referred to as the current carry- Stranding 
ductor 64 mils in diameter and one foot ing capacity. The current carrying | 

long thus becomes 10.371 + 64? or capacities of the various sizes of con- | R00 
0.00253 ohms. ductors and installation conditions have t CRIED, 

been established. It should be noted = (OM PIED 
The sizes of electrical conductors are ex- ‘that the temperature attained by acon- | ROE ES EID 
pressed in the United States in terms of ductor depends not only on the amount ' TERRI, 

the American Wire Gauge. This was of heat generated but also on the ther- : SORIA TE 

originally set up on the basis of a geo- __ mal resistance of its surroundings. i CHILE a ‘ 

metrical progression of 39 steps or sizes { RESO ECS 

between a wire 460 mils in diameter 2 wae istact | COS IOS 

(Size 4/0) and a wire 5 mils in diameter In addition to providing satis ac ory i ETE 

(Size 36). The ratio of the diameter of Voltage drop and current carrying ca BEI HIS 
a wire to that of the next larger size in pacity, conductors must be designed to PILLS 

this series is89/ 46015 = 1.12293. This Provide adequate flexibility during in- CRS 
ratio has since been used to extend the stallation and SEENICE: This is accom- 

American Wire Gauge (AWG) to sizes plished by building up the conductor i 217 strand 

smaller than 36 AWG (5 mils). The from one or more adequately small Seacentrie 

sizes of conductors larger than 4/0 are WHEES, depending on the flexibility re- : 

expressed in circular mil area. The size quired. For example, the conductor for 
of a conductor made up of a number heater cord or welding cable, which is i CORRRRAY 

of wires is determined from the sum of subject to repeated flexing in service, 1s i CORI 

the circular mil areas of the individual ¥Svally made up of copper strands hav- PARROT 
iter: ing a diameter of .005” or .0063”, while PREIS 

When current flows through a con- the conductor for overhead wv eather- SORE ERE SHAT 

ductor there is, according to Ohm’s law, proof cable may be a single wire. i ERE TE 

a voltage drop of E= IR, where Eis in . . i HE POO ETE $3 : 

volts, I is in amperes and R is in ohms, For reprints of these pages write to BEEP ISIE LE LLP : 

and power equal to EI watts is con- United States Rubber, Electrical Wire & i CSO OLS i 

verted to heat. Since E= IR, this power Cable Department, Rockefeller Center, | ORR OS ES 

converted to heat becomes ?R watts. New York 20, N. Y. \ CHEER AS ! 

EEE ES CE Eee 
Electrical Wire & Cable Department ; CRIP 
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cause they have not shown a strong April 1, 1956, after nearly 30 years ° ° ° . - ‘ “ I - “ degree of unity in their profession. of service. (Retirement at age 65 
(Continued, from pase 46) The Minnesota Society of Profes- is compulsory ). 

the summer conference for 1956 sional Engineers of which Mr. Mr. Brevik started with the As- 
in the Southeast area. The location Calva is president-elect has taken sociation July 1, 1926, in the Gen- 
and program will be announced in some definite steps to improve this eral Office in Chicago, transferring 
the News—Letter. situation. First is the encourage- to the Milwaukee office in 1927. 

A resolution sponsoring the for- ment of all graduating seniors to Here in Wisconsin he covered the 
mation of a Waukesha County take the “Engineer in Training Milwaukee metropolitan area for 
Chapter was approved for trans-  ¢Xtminations. Second was the for- 16 years, and for the past 13 years 
mitting to the Board of Directors mation of an “Engineer in Indus- whole Fox River Valley as his ter- 
of the State Society with the peti- try” committee to further the stand- ritory. 

tion of the Waukesha members. ing of the professional engineer. Brevik was graduated from lowa 
The next mecting of the South- Ey T. Neubauer teponted on State College in 1918, was awarded 

cast Chapter will be Ladies Night &¢tivities during Engineer's week GR, degree in 1919, and won on Friday, May 25th at the Ke- and a business meeting was con- his Master's degree in Civil Engi- 
nosha Elks Club. The officers to be ducted by the chapter president, neering at the University of Mich- 
installed that evening are: R. B. Brindley. igan in 1922, After spending a few 

President—Leo Jeschm R. E. Lucey, Trane Vice Presi- years with the Michigan and Iowa 
¥ iee—President—Charles B. Lee | dent and manager of engineering, highway departments, he taught 
Secretarte“Treastrer—W alton B Diek has announced the promotion of two years at Iowa State and one Directors—Rudy Gocht, John Miclke Senn) D ’ Sens ; Past-President—Donald C. Bengs three senior development engineers year at the University of Minnesota 
Members are requested to have in the Company’s Products Engi- before joining the Portland Cement 
. i uh ak neering Department to positions Association staff. the application blanks of new mem- . . . . 

. of Chief Engineer. Throughout his career, Brevik bers approved by the membership mes oo : : ” ? : : The men, R. G. Miner, Jr., E.T, has been active in engineering so- chairman or by the President of . > ae + ye ; id : je 2 Neubauer and A. M. G. Moody. cieties, serving as President of the the Chapter before sending the ap- . . Md 3 Be as : : . : : are all registered professional engi- Wisconsin Section of the American plications to the State Secretary. . 8 pr : _ 8 a fra . . “ : neers in the State of Wisconsin and Society of Civil Engineers in 1942, 
WESTERN CHAPTER are members of the Western Chap- and on many committees of the 

M. L. HOGLUND ter WSPE. They will assume Fox River Valley Chapter of the 
The Western Chapter held their added responsibilities in their re- Wisconsin Society of Professional 

April Meeting on Tuesday April 3, spective fields by heading the Con- Engineers. He is also active in 
1956. Jose B. Calva, president and trols and Electrical, Reciprocating Masonic circles, and is a member 
technical director of the J. B. Compressor, and Centrifugal Com- of the Appleton Rotary Club. He 
Calva & Co., consulting and re- pressor phases of the Trane and Mrs. Brevik are both active 
search engineers, was the principal Company product development church workers. 
speaker, The topic of the talk was program, The Breviks had two children. 
“Engineering as a Profession.” Mr. The son, Richard, lost his life in 
Calva pointed out that the engi- FOX RIVER VALLEY CHAPTER the Aleutians during World War 
neer is not recognized on the same Berry E. Brevik, field engineer II. Their daughter, Jean, is married 
professional level as the medical for the Portland Cement Associa- and living in Chicago. 
and legal professions largely be- tion, retires from that position on (Continued on page 52) 
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R. G. Miner Jr. E. T. Neubauer A. M. G. Moody 
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future? 

Today at Martin, one of the finest engineering teams 

in the world is at work on tomorrow’s development 

and design problems in the fields of AERODYNAM- 

ICS, ELECTRONICS, STRUCTURES, PROPUL- 

SION AND NUCLEAR POWER. 

If you’re on the way up — and going far...if you 

are willing to apply your ability to the toughest 

engineering challenge... you’d do well to look into 

the Martin story. 

No matter how limited or extensive your background, 

there will always be openings on the Martin team for 

the engineer who has what it takes to go higher. 

Contact your placement officer or J. M. Hollyday, The 

Martin Company, Baltimore 3, Maryland. 

BA ke Tl MwaM OR LS 
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W.S.P.E. on April 12, 1956. The purpose of interests and a few registered pro- 

ceaneinaedl dros pau: BO) the meeting was the formation of fessional engineers among them, 

a new chapter, consisting of the purport to speak for all the profes- 

Brevik will be sorely missed by present members of the Northwest sional engineers. 

his many friends throughout the Chapter who reside in the counties “For the record, the Wisconsin 

state, by architects and engineers, of Ashland, Bayfield, Douglas, Society of Professional Engineers, 

and by public officials whom he — Sawyer, and Washburn, and a which represents only registered 

regularly contacted. number of new members (exact professional engineers, is a nonpoli- 

His very effective promotional, number unknown at this time, esti- tical organization and does not en- 

educational and_ service activities mated at 7). The prime purpose of dorse political candidates or poli- 

will also be missed by the Portland dividing the Northwest Chapter tical issues. In this regard, the 

Cement Association. was to reduce the distance which — WSPE (with over 500 members in 

WISCONSIN VALLEY CHAPTER the members of the new chapter the Milwaukee chapter alone) ex- 

J. E. HAEFT had to travel to meetings. At this presses the same altitude consis- 

The next chapter meeting will be meeting, the memibers wi the pro- tently taken by all professional en- 

held ar the Hotel ‘Tomahawk. a ae elapiee hg to form gineering societies. 

Members and wives are invited ne nike Gtiink Pics ae ; “In this state, a ‘registered pro- 

and dinner will served at the hotel following’officers were wheteds fessional engineer’ is one who is 

after the business meeting. > , o . registered by the Wisconsin regis- 

E. J. Carrington, W.S.P.E. mem- anne Sargent, W. Berg, M. tration board of architects and en- 

ber from Marshfield spoke at the Die aaa Potter gineers. Such registration is based 

Medford High School “Career Vice-President-Wm. Forsythe on his proven ability, academic 

Day” on the Engineering profes- Secretary-Treasurer—M, Olsen prerequisites, experience and_ his 

sion. ; . moral responsibility to professional 

NORTHWEST CHAPTER ; ae ete of the chapter wil standards for ‘the preservation of 

ei PoURsen the Stat a 4 ce ae Y health, safety and the general wel- 

A special meeting of the North- P, 1 ce on E _ i : fate of the public. 

west Chapter was held in Superior 5 a eae mae ve p. _ This is the attitude of service 

: istrator of the Extension Program yather than one of more attempted 

OO : —— of the University of Wisconsin, — influence.—WestEy LALLIER, Pres- 

| spoke at the meeting on the advan- ident, Milwaukee Chapter, W.S.- 

} tages of Society memberships. P.E., 431 N. 49th St., Milwaukee.” 

Hoeneckes MILWAUKEE CHAPTER The letter had reference to an 

R. M. LYALL article in the Journal relative to 

Flowers ew National Engineers Week is set the Technical Engineers Assn. The 

1313 University Avenue aside each year to give special em- article erroneously stated that the 

phasis to the contributions of engi- Professional Engineers had en- 

neers in developing a bright future. dorsed Mayor Zeidler for reelec- 

& Your local chapter sponsors many tion, Lallier’s letter put the record 

public relations activities during straight. 

Engineers Week including pro- The next general meeting will 

Phone 7-1 Q8 3 grams on television and radio. Spe- give us all an opportunity to ask 

cial displays have been arranged questions and express opinions on 

in store windows and the occasion matters relating to the profession. 

See us on Group Discounts of Engineers Weck is used to pro- The discussion will be led by a 

mote Engineering interest in high team consisting of Art Behling, 

school students. Karl Werwath, Kurt Roth and Bob 

gi Carl Matheis ably directed our — Claypool. 

activities for the Engineers Week Among the subjects to be dis- 

just past and we tender him a vote cussed are the following: 

Spring Formals of thanks for a job well done. , Legislative Liaison 

ping President Wes Lallier wrote fol- Professional versus Unions for Engi- 

lowing letter which appeared in neers 

the March 17 Milwaukee Journal: The Large Consulting Office 

Open Evenings 
Questions from the Members Present 

NONPOLITICAL ENGINEERS 

“To The Journal: From time to The meeting will be preceded 

time organizations, with political by Dinner at 6:30 P. M. END 
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. . conceivable type of special machine. Those intended to Die Casting ; nia Bh ; 
knit or weave cloth, evacuate radio tubes, blow glass, 

inued fr ) : . : 
(Continued from page 19) manufacture shoes, drill holes, roll cigarettes, package 

ranging up to 1700° F, die life is short depending upon foods, produce printing, process chemicals, form pot- 

the die steels used and the mass or volume of the tery, measure gasoline, saw wood, or fill milk bottles 

casting sections. are a few examples. 

Most of the heat from the molten metal, deposited Business and vending machines, likewise, use mil- 

in the die, must be transferred from the casting through lions of die cast pieces each year for housings and 

the walls of the die cavity before the casting can be frames, working parts of type writers, calculating ma- 

ejected. Therefore, castings of relatively thin wall sec- chines, time clocks, music players, drink dispensers, 

tions can be die cast most economically. Copper alloys and cigarette machines. 

have high specific gravity and cost per castings is Among other industries, too numerous to list com- 
higher than for aluminum or zinc castings. Brass die pletely, are: radio and electronics, agricultural equip- 

casting is commonly done at pressures of 9000 to 25,000 ment, builders hardware, textile findings, lighting fix- 
. BIC; ora + .] « By io ra CtT . . 

pounds per square inch, and up to 150 die casting tures, outboard motors and small gasoline engines, 

cycles per hour can be obtained. photographic and scientific instruments, and toys. 
Since cost per casting is the highes any pr SS ; a: 5 . 

1 8 a co t pet casting is a highest ie ene The advantages of die castings are cumulative; that 
by die casting, copper alloys are e , r die; : 64. to, : : 
y ole wt aA . anoys i, eae sie or 9 . is, the features which favor the use of a die casting will 

castings only where their streng: vh hardness, ¢ . 2 vane only where thenr strength, : r narcness, anc’ “usually give more than one advantage. For example, a ° OrIOS sesistance ave essential, : a : HOGdscorrosion resistance ate Yssentia die casting is preferred over a rough sand casting be- 
Die casting of magnesium has greatly increased with- cause fewer and less expensive machining operations 

in the past few years primarily because of the extreme are required. At the same time, the product designer 
lightness of the finished parts. Magnesium is less than gains lighter weight, better surface finish, and im- 

one-fourth the weight of steel and about two-thirds the proved detail and accuracy that helps in assembly. 

weight of aluminum. Besides ultra lightness, mag- " s “ys : 
: . : ioe ; Probably the greatest single advantage of die casting 

nesium has relatively high thermal conductivity and, ¢ . Bm Grace ‘ 
1 eneray absoroti alities Iso: has xelati is the cost factor. The end cost of a finished die cast- 

good energy absorption qualities. It also has relatively 7 oe 1 : . 
4 z : . ing is relatively low because of the high speed of oper- 

good corrosion resistance. Parts of bare magnesium : . : “es 
z gs ; ation and the low amount of labor involved. Initial 

have been exposed to various outdoor conditions for as : . : oo. . 
. . tooling costs are high because of the intricate dies 

long as 15 years, the only effect being the formation of ‘ : 
. made of special tool steel and the large amount of 

a gray, adherent oxide film. : 2 . 
C 4 lucti : 1 . ‘i skilled labor required to design and build such dies. 
ommercial production of so agnes ie 4 
: f : ‘ vi ¢ has | uncem Tenlt " However, where production runs are long and appre- 

castings, free sracks, has bee re 2 : : . ia £597 
castings, Tee oF cracks, as been more omcu t than Giable degree of complexity or precision are indicated, 
with aluminum. The cost per casting is higher than 4; casting is the most economical 

for aluminum with the result that applications are usu- . : 
5 5 see . . Compared with a completely machined component, 

ally confined to those in which minimum weight is the . oo, - : . 
‘ ‘ 5 — ; the die casting is very often less expensive, consumes 

main consideration. The speed of die casting mag- : Bo te : 5 
. ‘ 5 ‘ , very little production time or equipment, results in no 

nesium is about the same as for aluminum, ranging . ] Seen 5 
: 9 : : scrap loss in chips, is likely to be lighter, and has many 
from 80 to 200 die fillings per hour. ‘ } « : 

Di mii licati 1 is hy other features which would be impractical by conven- 
> casting has many a Na S 3 79eS ‘ 5 

le © isting nas: DY’ BPS AtIONS,. put the biggest tional machine shop methods. 
single industrial usage of die castings is in the building . . . . 

: ; , ‘ ca Die castings are inherently smooth on both internal 
of automobiles. Die castings go into many parts of the ° . 

- 3 z and external surfaces because they are formed against 
modern car, such as: decorative trim, fuel system, . ‘i : : 5 

ern . . . i finished metallic surfaces of the die. In sand castings, 
ignition system, functional hardware, chassis, grille, , . : 

‘ “ 5 i ‘ sand inclusions commonly occur with the result that 
cooling system, window operating mechanisms, trunk . Bay . oe 

£ tools used for machining die castings have a short life 
hardware, the brake system and so forth. ; 

: : . : between grinds. 
In home appliances, sewing machines, washing ma- i 1 
i ct ri y; are i a astics, die castings have 

chines, vacuum cleaners, refrigerators, fans, freezers, Compared with molded pl ioe ‘at aden ‘a 

: ste : ‘ ‘ advantage of greater strength and ste y, provide 
air-conditioners, driers, and waste disposal units, have the advantage of greater strengt hand sta i _ e 4 : sure anchorage for screws : ner fasteners, many die cast parts in them. more secure anchorage for serews and other faste 

The aircraft industry finds use for a large assort- and are generally superior in durability. 

ment of die cast parts, principally aluminum and mag- Inserts of other materials can readily be placed in 

nesium, because of the weight factor. Electrical fittings, the die cavity and permanently assembled into the 

hydraulic housings and components, instrument hous- casting when the molten metal flows around it. These 

ings, chair seat hardware, and pilot ejector mechanisms types of insertions are used to incorporate stiffening 

are a small part of the many applications found in this materials such as brass, non-metallic materials such as 

field. magnets, electrical materials such as core laminations, 

Industrially, die castings find their way into every (Continued on page 57) 
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a RR, ne oot OO I Name AR i ee NI acs 
—Courtesy Unit Structures, Inc. 

Each half arch is attached to the buttress connections while still on the ground, then truck-mounted cranes rotate them about 
their base until the two-halves meet at the crown. 

enough resist. any i Des ic i : 
Wood Arches ugh to resist any uplift forces which might be 

: _ caused by wind. 
(Cowinued from page 27) = . . . 

_ . The ease of this type of erection was a big economy the ground. Then two truck-mounted cranes lifted the factor in the building of the Jai Alai fronton. It was 
ne ae ieee e rotated ee Boast the base erected very quickly, and thus provided a covered 
"a smut ; CLOWN TANES he RENEE TY 1 space in which to carry out the rest of the construction. 

Ne crown finge pin was: then: inserted to complete Furthermore, the arch shell of the building could be the erection. As each arch was rotated and aligned, it built entirely separate from. the seating and other 
ree Hox ye INCE ore a f 7 2 inc! - was tic d to the adjace nt arch with four 7 by 12 inch interior construction. This allowed work to proceed on 

struts. Following this, the 4 by 5 inch wood decking various parts of the structure without interference was applied to the arches by nailing each piece with . . oo 
Ry 5 3 ( A second big economy factor was in the fabrication a special 7 inch grooved spike. In addition, bolt fas- ‘ a ; : _ . . . of the arches. Because of their laminated construction, teners were inserted every 4 feet along the roof sur-  ~ : . ; . . a : "os of | ; it was possible to build them to the desired thickness face. These fasteners were found to be more than . : : . . 

at the point of maximum stress simply by adding a few 
1G —_ 7 ZO FFB laminates. If steel had been used, extensive welding 

. . . 2 would have been required at these points. ae, ‘id ‘ OP oo . nd a 2 F E oo When the fronton was opened in January of this eS Bhar ve nM . A E “ : See at i Ge - 4s year for its first game of Jai Alai, it presented a com- 
AoE ve oS pleted structure that is a study in simplicity. The 

gf oe aa Be eee twelve arches, the struts, and the wood roof deck 
gers ae = provide the large indoor playing area, unencumbered Se Ge hg Bo : : " Sas ge. oe ii bi ey __ by posts, and the high clearance at the center of the bie es . bey aa ee oe O eacie . ago, <a gz Ze a \ ee _sbuilding that the game requires. 

porn i ent, : << \ Oo eS This $1,250,000 building gives ample room to the old 
; IN see ee ee Spanish sport so popular in Cuba and other Latin my 4 a a. — : : . ; a a \ a 2 . ol Py ai Oe a 7 y American countries. As the players use their basket- 

i A wee. / | By es like “Cestas” to receive and toss the Jai Alai balls : ae . Aes ee Se : e yt an 9 ce “e a against the end walls of the court, and as the spectators 
he i i | th and bet under a roof that looks like the open 

Rare eth 3 BRS c a Ui trace sky, they will be playing and watching in a Jai Alai —Courtesy Unit Structures, Inc. mee é “ . Here the base hinge of a half-arch is pinned to its buttress fronton that boasts the largest arch span of any build- 
before being lifted into place. ing in the United States. END 
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TIENEN INDIVIDUAL 1! 
nnounces P i 

A NEW PROGRAM OF ROFESSIONAL | DEVELOPMENT ! 
i | for engineers i 

B . 

| in 1 
| supersonic i 

J propulsion i 

‘oT, INDIVIDUAL ' 
y oat | a Marquardt, the leader in super- J 

oe u PROFESSIONAL sonic propulsion, has inaugurated i 
ae a a program of Individual Profes- 

sional Development for its engi- a 
ce D EVE LO PMENT neers. You can help us maintain ff 

ol 4 this leadership for the future of 
bis LC * supersonic propulsion. en for our Engineers i 

5 G I.P.D. gives our engineers a i 
. +4 chance to advance to their maxi- i 

4 $ mum potential in their present 
% | fields... and those beyond... ina 
b 4 D4 climate of continuing profes- i 
g ° sional growth from in-plant i 
eS 4 courses and more than fifty cur- fj 

5 3 rent courses in Southern Califor- i 
$ 3 nae " nia’s leading universities. New 
S 3 aCe TE courses are constantly being i 
tat ; added. | 
g ; guidance i 

: i for you by LP.D. differs in its concept and §j 
+ sy objectives from ordinary com- i 
@ ; YTS Vat: [ats] Pany training programs in that it I 
- : gives each engineer an opportu- 
y s ialist nity to grow and plan his devel- I 
7 : bl ea opment toward his own goal 
: : and at his own pace rather than j 
: i complemented by having to follow a rigid pre- i 

i" c : determined pattern. 
As company-supported i 

i 5 ‘4 LP.D. is part of an overall expan- i 
H i" educational programs. sion program which anticipatesa [J 
f ; 5 a i two-fold increase in personnel 
; 5 Asm during the current year. This i 
: 5 increase represents many addi- a 
i ‘ a tional engineering opportunities. | 
4 : G aS a You can become a leader in super- ff 

p 1 rr ists sonic propulsion. Write for details, i 

eel rel UY Uae a : i FACULTY MEMBERS' r] 

le INQUIRIES FOR i 
Attention: Professional Personnel SUMMER EMPLOYMENT = 
Industrial Relations Department » 16555 Saticoy St, Van Nuys, Calif. INVITED i 

THE WEST'S LARGEST JET ENGINE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER i 

p ee ee ee ee ee 
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Plant Lighting rescent lamps giving white light the color of daylight 

are available and are superior to all other types where 
(Continued from page 29) color discrimination is important. Altogether, if lights 

let, and are long-lived: Their main drawbacks are are not turned off and on too often, fluorescent lighting 

their need for auxiliary ballast equipment and_ the will save one-quarter and mercury vapor one-sixth the 

greenish-blue light which they emit. The last consider- cost of lighting by incandescents. 

ation dictates that they be used with the ordinary fila- If the problems of plant lighting are broadened to 
ment lamp since the combination of the two gives a include everything that has to do with better vision 
cool white light. within the plant, then one phase of the question is that 

A combination of mercury lamps and filament bulbs which deals -with colors used on floors, walls, ceilings, 

has the further advantage of insuring that there will be machines and equipment. It hes been proved time and 

light immediately after a power interruption, since the again that seeing can be aided, OF hindered by the 

filament lamps relight at once while the mercury lamps colors: used throughout the “building, 

require up to seven minutes to reach full brilliance. Generally speaking, ceilings should be painted white 

Since the introduction of fluorescent lighting into in- inorder to reflect; light downward on to the work: 

dustrial plants in 1938, it has enjoyed wide acceptance. places. Walls should not be painted white oa they 

Fluorescent lamps are about three times as efficient as would. reflect #09 much light, causing glare. Thus the 

the usual filament lamp, and although their initial and preterred colors for the walls are vartous ‘soft tints: In 
maintenance costs are high, they give more light per some cases where is it desirable to reflect light from the 

dollar of total cost than the filament bulbs. One char- floors to the work being done, floors can be painted 

acteristic of the fluorescent lamp is the large area giving white. 
off light and its low brightness. This results in aE Various experiments have proved that the passage of 

uniform lighting, less glare, and fewer harsh shadows. time is generally over-estimated in rooms painted red 
Another important consideration is the fact that they and underestimated in rooms predominantly blue. 

are cool, and this means additional savings where air- Moreover, it has been found that it is unwise to use 
conditioning is used and greater comfort when the red paint in rooms where the temperature is high or 

source of light must be placed near the worker. green paint where the temperature is low. 

Filament lamps and their fixtures cost only two- As is the case with a lighting system, whenever a 
thirds as much to install as fluorescent or mercury vapor color combination is used in order to aid seeing and to 

lamps and fixtures. But filament lamps last only about add to the general attractiveness of the plant, it is 
1,000 hours while fluorescent lamps burn 3,000 to 7,500 necessary to maintain it properly if the maximum re- 
hours and mercury vapor lamps from 2,000 to 4,000 sults are to be achieved. If this is not done, dust and 

hours. Frequent turning off and on has little effect on grime will soak much of the light which should be 

the life of incandescent lamps, but it reduces materially Teflected to the workplaces. Thus walls and ceilings 

the life of other types. A 40-watt fluorescent lamp should should be painted periodically. 
last 7,500 hours if it burns an average of three hours It is not enough for a company merely to install a 

per start, but its life may be halved when it is turned lighting system that achieves the goals of adequate 
off and on frequently. Both mercury vapor and fluores- intensity and proper diffusion. It is equally important 
cent lamps require auxiliary equipment in the form of — to see that the system is properly maintained so that 

starters. The starters may burn out and add to the these benefits can be enjoyed. 

expense caused by the burning out of the lamp itself. Proper maintenance of all windowed areas is very 

Maintenance and cleaning of reflectors are cheapest important. A study made in England revealed that sys- 

when incandescent lamps are used. tematic cleaning of 16,000 square feet of skylight 

Nearly burned-out fluorescent lamps flicker and are increased output by 6%, reduced errors by 5%, and cut 

annoying to the worker, but incandescent lamps go out accidents by 102. 

suddenly, leaving no light at all. Mercury vapor lamps The luminaires must also be kept clean so that the 

are deficient in red rays and give off a bluish light amount of light coming from them will not be unduly 
which is not suitable for work calling for color dis- reduced. One study has shown that the loss of light 
crimination. Workers seen under a mercury vapor lamp from dirty lamps and reflectors may run as high as 
sometimes appear to have a sickly pallor, to which 32%. The frequency of cleaning will be determined by 

female employees in particular may object. the amount of dust in the atmosphere and by the type 

Fluorescent and mercury vapor lamps give a more of lighting fixture used. IIlumination increases are defi- 

diffused and softer light than incandescent lamps. nitely obtained by removing dirt from luminaires. 

Fluorescent lamps give a cool light, and their light out- Many companies have found that it pays to replace 
put is roughly three times that of incandescent lamps lamps periodically on a group basis. Group replace- 

for the same amount of electricity. They also maintain ment is the policy whereby all of the lamps in a given 
their light output throughout their life, whereas incan- area are replaced after they have burned a certain 

descent lamps give progressively less as they age. Fluo- percentage of their rated life, usually around 75 to 80%. 
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This means that roughly 20 to 25% more lamps will be — duction is merely a matter of increased lighting. How- 
used than would be the case were bulbs auowed to ever, it has been noticed that an improvement in the 
burn out. However, the savings from group replace- _ lighting system is generally followed by an increase in 
ment more than offset the additional sum invested in the rate of production. 
lamps. Employee morale also tends to improve where im- 

In addition to savings on the cost of replacement, provements have been made in the lighting system. 
there are certain other benefits that come from the use There may be many reasons for this. The workers may 
of this plan. Where fluorescent lighting is used, it has feel that management is interested in giving them the 
been found that old tubes tend to increase costs in that _ best possible working conditions, or the cheerfulness 
they do not deliver the desired amount of light while of a well-lighted room may make for better feeling on 
continuing to use the same amount of current, Old the part of the workers. Or a reduction in the amount 
tubes also cause excessive wear on starters and other of eye-strain and eye-fatigue may result in a better 
auxiliary equipment. attitude on the part of the workers. In any event there 

Group replacement has the further advantage, no is every reason to believe that where the lighting is 
matter what type of lighting is used, of permitting the good, the morale of the workers will be high. And 
installation of new lamps at a time when there is no Where this is the case, labor relations will probably 
work going on in the department, thereby eliminating be friendly. 
interference with the workers at the machines. Also It is also a general rule that a well-lighted plant is 
it is possible to combine ordinary maintenance and 2 clean plant. Where this is true, the task of the main- 
cleaning of the fixtures with replacement and thus tenance department is made easier. Where all corners 
furtherveduce costs. of the room are lighted, workers may hesitate to throw 

A company should always work out a replacement refuse and dirty waste away but will place them in the 
policy to fit its particular needs. A number of factors "eceptacles provided. On the other hand, dark corners 
should be considered: the net cost of the lamps, the Sem to invite carelessness in this respect on the part 
average time required to change them individually of the workers. . , 
compared to the time per lamp to change the group, Finally, there can be no doubt of the cOnmeCnOn the percentage of the rated life of the lamps used at between the accident rate in a plant and lighting. 
the time when the group is replaced, the percentage Wherever lighting has been improved, the accident 

of failures between the regular replacement periods, te has gone down, often by unbelievably large per 
the wages paid the maintenance workers who do the Centages. One company reported © reduction of 80% 
job, and so forth. Since these factors vary from plant i” its accident frequency rate after a new lighting sys- 
to plant, it is important that a proper plan be used if 'e™ Was installed. This seems (0, bea general expere the maximum benefits are to be gained. And since  €MCe: The savings in terms of higher production and 

improvements are constantly being made in the lamps lower insurance males are; of course, significant. But 
themselves, it is desirable to examine any given plan most significant are the savings in terms of human 
from time to time to see if it is still appropriate. suffering and misery. These alone would justify the 

From the above discussion it is clear that plant light- St and inconvenience of installing and maintaining 
ing is a subject of great importance in the successful good systems of plant lighting. END 
operation of a plant. But at the same time it is obvious ——— 
that achieving and maintaining a good system of 
lighting is neither a simple matter nor inexpensive, Die Casting 
Consequently, one is entitled to ask whether the bene- (Continued frowe page 53) 
fits more than offset the effort and expense required to 
bring the lighting up to modern standards. or conduits such as copper tubing. The metallic parts 

Every study of plant lighting indicates that where of zippers are die cast around the cloth that supports 
the proper system is used there has been an increase in them. 
the accuracy of the work produced and a reduction Die castings permit very economical fastening meth- 
in the number of rejects and the amount of spoilage. ods: self tapping screws, spring type fasteners, screw 
That this means a great saving is evident when one thread inserts, drive pins, and self-riveting and so forth. 
recalls the enormous cost to industry of material that One of the greatest features die casting has to offer, 
is spoiled during the process of manufacturing. And from the view point of the product stylist, is the free- 
although good plant lighting does not eliminate spoil- dom of shape permissible and the unlimited range of 
age, it reduces it significantly. surface ornamentation that can be introduced at a very 

Apart from lowering the amount of rejected work, a small increase in tooling or finishing costs. 
good system of lighting increases production. It seems Ease of surface finish is another factor that favors 
to be a general rule that the more light at the work- die casting. The castings are received with smooth 
place, the more production there will be. To be sure, surfaces and substantially all flash trimmed off. Follow- 
there is an upper limit beyond which this rule does ing a light sanding at the parting line, the casting is 
not apply, for it cannot be assumed that increased pro- ready for painting. 
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| See Rate ye ee i We A First of the fastest—The new Lockheed F-104 Starfighter designed for sharp 
| ies ssa Pieces maneuverability at supersonic speeds. 

ee a Neen | 
ee weer a ees | : . . second, unconnected turbine, caus- | eames Wie | §=Science High Lights “7 wn rine, caus 
Se ee ing it to spin at a very high speed. 

LI tes, > i eee (Continued from page 35) It is from the revolving action of 
| RIED 29 Bu ge ee . . cee » “frog? ‘bine th: 
ad yn a i NS ee te Before entering the test cells the this second (or “free”) turbine that 

A Tower of ~ air will be cooled or heated, as horsepower is produced to turn 

required. Two air flows of different the helicopter’s rotors. 
e . . . “ 

Opportunity temperatures will be mixed close Rated in the “1000 horsepower 

EE m to the cells to obtain the required class,” the T58 is also expected to 

foe nmerteateyeang test conditions. provide superiority in endurance, 

LL engineers with capacity for |. The test facility will have its range, durability and reliability 

Le continuing achievements in _ own power distribution station, over a comparable piston engine- 

I radio and electronics a water supply system, and steam powered aircraft. 

| Today, engineers and physicists || plant for heating. The T58 is a turboshaft engine. 
looki fromthe | . , | are looking at tomorrow fromthe | srew of ¢ » i > i ifications. it ¢ > 

] top of this tower... the famed || | A crew of about 100 men will be With modifications, it could be 

a Microwsve Tower of Federal §% needed to operate the new facility, converted into a small turboprop 
‘elecommunication Laboratories | a ; is “® the ie ine wi -opeller - tur. fe... great development unit of | which will use more than 80,000 (jet engine with propeller) or tur- 

| the world-wide, American-owned {4 kilowatts of electric power during bojet. 
| International Telephone and |] nah » ee osxiamnte’ | Telegraph Corporation. H) | operation. This is approximately 

| __- Here, too, is opportunity for || | enough electricity to supply the COLD FABRICATING LAMINATE 
_ the young graduate engineers of (4 | seds of a citv wi ¢ ati - ° é _) needs of a city with a population . ‘ 5 

|) America... opportunity to be |] ae Por A new plastic laminate with 
)) associated with leaders in the | of over 100,000. properties particularly suited for a ; i a . roperties particularly suite 
my lectronic field... to work with Included in the plans for the eee . : 
| | the finest facilities...to win rec- 7 oa oe automatic production of electronic 
| | ognition...to achieve advance- || | new facility is a means of noise a’ + utilizind printed ci 
|| ment commensurate with level control equipment utilizing printed cir- 

| capacity. o : . . . cuits has been introduced recently. 
2 Learn more about this noted & Already under consideration are Called Textolit 1d 1 
- Bra : 4 : : alle ; eC ach 
| Tower of Opportunity...its long- future extensions which will allow alled: Textolibe cole (pune 
f range program and generous em- | ; : ‘ . . 11570, the new material is a high 
| ployee benefits. See your Place. testing of engines under all pos- “asulati ist XXXP vl 

- * exe . sulation-resistance 2 Ne - 
| ment Officer today for further in- sible conditions, even restarting an BU Ao IStance . Pp : 
| formation about FTL. ‘ - . . nolic, paper-base laminate which 
es . engine after it has ceased operat- ' . . 
o INTERESTING : ‘ ‘ : . ‘ permits close registration punching 
. KESIGNMENTS. iN ing at high altitude owing to equip- 
& em ‘ roe . . . . at normal room temperatures. 

Radio Communication Systems ment failure or improper handling. Th ld fabricati lity 
. en . zg » cold fabricating quality is 
oC __ Electron Tubes : Duplicating this condition and eC a 8 quality 3s 

Microwave Components | indi sabi / reported to eliminate dimensional 
4 Electronic Countermeasures nding the required correction may hanges in the sterial which re 
a 3 : i‘ 4 * > . Ne eS if 2 naterle ~ fee 
. Air Navigation Systems : save many airmen’s lives and valu- enanges material - 
- Missile Guidance . Sicscernifi sult from the combination of heat 

Transistors and other | able aircraft. i resses . Semiconductor Devices : and punching stresses. 

- Rectifiers Computers * Antennas; "COPTERMATIC It allows precision punching of Ls Telephone and we oP ‘pt 
LC Wire Transmission Systems | An “automatic transmission” sim- printed circuits, facilitating the use 

Ly Fed ) ilar to the type found in some auto- of automatic assembly equipment 

en era] c mobiles will be used on helicopters in mounting components. The trans- 

L Velecommurication -| of the future. lucency of the laminate permits a 

be ‘ e | The fluid, in the case of the T58, visual check for accuracy of circuit 

bE TP OLIeS /) will be air rather than a liquid as registration. 

| A Division of International |) in an automobile’s transmission Other significant features include 

| TelephoneandTelegraphCorporation |, After the air passes through the tur- high flexural strength, very low 

(4, 500 Washington Avenue, Nutley, N. J. 3 | bine wheel connected to the com- factor, high heat resistance, and 

eee je ' pressor, it comes in contact with a optimum uniformity. END 
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compiled by Dick Peterson, m’57 and Larry Barr, m’57 

1956 COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING A.S.M.E. 1956 TAU BETA PI SPRING 
HONOR STUDENTS The Wisconsin Student Branch INITIATES 
Joun Gorpon Axey of the American Society of Me- a — wae Je (Gatto), Hom Joun MicHarn ALBRECHT chanical Engineers concluded an Willis’ wae ee ee Panne “ = omy Baw . ams, ayne » Jorgenson anc Hivsune Watrer BAUStAN active and commendable year at Charles C Lavi 

Jon Henry BAUMGARTNER . , . 4 ¢ tharles C. Zanzig. : ; their final meeting on May 9th. . . . Ostar BENDER TI . , highliel j 1 Juniors--Robert E. Suelflow, Kenneth 
DonxaLp BENKE HE EVE nIng WES Men igiited’ ny i L. Stahl, Paul Raab, William J. Salkow- 

Marten Marcus Bernpt speaker from E. W. Bliss Co. of sky, Donald E. Tormey, Donald KE. RIGS RAWARD ‘BIRWER Ohio who spoke on the topic of Baldouin, Gerald L. Carlson, Charles L. 
Duane Frevenick BRULEY mechanical and hydraulic presses. Soukup, Phillip F. Noth, Charles W. 
Rosert RicuMonp Carey Joe Murray, president of the stu- Spalding, Thomas A. Kanneman, Ronald EN - ; > " G. Fenske, Alfred Hubbel, Donald M. Ouiver RayMond CLEMEN1 dent branch, was the proud win- Tacke, William E. Bottcher, Richard C } = ‘ re ‘OrEPREY . i ‘y a uF “her, “are oy V ERNON DANIEL Corres ner of first place in the speech con- Kott and James P. Murphy. 
Ropent Clank Costen test at the annual regional confer- 
Roe Lee oe ence held this year in Fargo, North ENGINEER'S DAY AY URWARD UNWELL . . 

Erwin Erxst EBen.r Dakota. Wisconsin has been chosen 5 : . ERwin Ernst EBerce to be host to the ASME Student Six widely-known engineers and Z : 0 be host to the ASME Studen i wey ge . 3 Tuomas WILLIAM EHRMANN ’ . industrialists, all of them graduates Rosert Forrest ENGEL Regional Conference next year. of the University of Wisconsi Col 
Henry Goupsairn Gornrinc, Jr. Elections were held for ASME lewecol Eins SID) ies veracity ‘ 

" i 7 sae " e % “ge ngineerin Z, were cite Raymonp Eart Harrison officers for the coming year and 8 8 8 ere mec or James Bernary HemKer - . ; , . outstanding accomplishments in the following slate was chosen:  B ; Kenneru Cuartes Hourz President_Johu Bollaiwer. View their fields at the annual Wiscon- Tuomas WiutiaM Hurtey * BEF sin Engineers Day celebration held Frank Ricnarp Janiscu President—Robert Gehr, Treasurer : on the UW campus May 4. PauL MERRILL. JENKINSON —Robert L. Roberts, Polygon Rep- The outstanding eraduat . : ; > outstandi raduates were Wayne Howarp JorcEeNson resentatives — Peter Reichelsdorfer PCOTended . 8 li a i slice Rae NCAA 5 2c ended for distinguishe Ry FRANK KeHnpenc and Dave Rex, Secretary—Robert copes Hocid TOU fee Jack Dean KincsLry Wesolowski. Cortes ling Seer service citations by the UW Col- Ricuarp Greorce Korcer esolowskl, Corresponding Secre- lege of Engineering faculty and 
a Ao ~ tary—Bob Kruse. Be SuISCMNe saeulty: wane Fre Cart Krust 

Pres. E. B. Fred, and the recom- pa PRANK Rica POLYGON BOARD mendations were approved by the ELBERT EONA EMT 
e . . a NGABER ‘WAYNE: LENIUS At the May 10th meeting of | University Board of Regents. 

Donatp Marc Levy Polygon unanimous acclamation The six are: 
Cuarves Richarp LuesKe was given to Milo Swanson for his |. Cordon Baker ident of 4h si ave Sa . 5 J. G aker, president o! ae Ricuarp Louris Lueprke very fine record as Chairman of the Baker Mi vies ~ ery ve Freperick ALLEN LuHMAN aker Manufacturing Co., Evans- Wit mance swt MARAT Board. Elections were held and the ville, Wis.; 
Don Water MARTENS following people were chosen as Arthur W. Consoer, consulting engi- Ropert Rourke Muuus, JR. officers for the fall semester. neer, of Chicago and Pittsburgh; 

ArTHuR LEE MorseEuv III Chairman—Ken Stahl Malvin J. Evans, head of a manage- 
KENNETH ELLswortH NIEBUHR Secretary—Dave Hartman ment engineering consulting firm in 
Tuomas Ciairne O’SHERIDAN Treasurer—Carl Jaeck Chicago; 
Venn Dona Onennye Points for Polygon profits distri- Charles A. Halbert, retired Chief State 

ODNEY »>ENE IKE * rd oF ineer f Vise Si] adj a onien Atta. ROBBERS bution were submitted and ap- ene of Wisconsin, Madison; ou . = C T. Delbert Jones, executive of the ny FF + ET ENT EE sroved as follows: : Danny Etpon SCHENDEL- I _ 996 American Smelting and Refining Ss <n ue ee ee ee i Co., of Barber, N.J.; and 
LHEL oy, . OTEFFE K, toe ce ue KswEEee ene mU meceUES wo Ke Ricaann Fann IN ‘See CHE 2981 Keith $. McHugh, president of the 

Mn ac su . SaFANEON 7 CE cones “9564 New York Telephone Co., New York 

Rosert ALLEN THYGESON M&ME 2... eee ee 2280, City. 
Dierricn Exkensanpr WEINAUER The profits distribution for the The citations were presented at 

Hrouanp Nona Warne entire year will be based on a per- the eighth annual Engineers Day UANE ALWIN LIAM . . . . <5 ‘ yi WLACe ALLEN Rage centage of total points earned by dinner held in Great Hall of Wis- 
Cuarces Euan ZaNzic each school. consin’s Memorial Union at 6:30 
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p.m. on May 4. More than 400 en- tries throughout the state and After his release from the Air Force 

gineers and industrialists from all nation. in September, 1956, Mr. Leland 

parts of the state and nation at- ALUMNI plans to return to that university 

tended the dinner at which the to begin his Ph. D. work on non- 

UW College of Engineering annu- Anthony J. Woods has been ap- linear control problems, applying 

ally honors some of the state’s and Pointed assistant manager of Dow techniques of digital and analog 

the nation’s leading engineers and Corning’s Cleveland office. computing. 

industrialists. Woods, a technical sales repre- Lindon E. Saline has been 

The Benjamin Smith Reynolds sentative with Dow Corning since named manager of headquarters 

Award was presented by Mr. 1946, received his Bachelor of Sci- recruiting in the General Electric 

Charles D. Gelatt, President of the ence degree in electrical engineer- Company's Engineering Services. 

Board of Regents, to Professor Ray- ing from the University of Wiscon- Saline will have responsibility 

mond Jefferson Roark of the De- sin in 1940. After graduation, he for engineering relations with many 

partment of Mechanics. joined the Wisconsin Power and of the technical colleges in the 

This award is a Living Memorial Light Company as customer repre- upstate New York area and super- 

established in 1954 at the Univer- sentative. visory responsibilities in the engi- 

sity of Wisconsin in honor of the From 1941 to 1945, he served as neering recruiting headquarters 

Wisconsin-born, Wisconsin-edu- a chief electrical inspector in the here. 

cated Benjamin S. Reynolds. It is U. S. Navy Department. Married A native of Minneapolis, Minn., 

awarded as a symbol of excellence to the former Catherine M. Ziebell Saline served in the Navy from 

in teaching of future engineers. of Milwaukee, Woods has one son, 1942 to 1946. He received a bache- 

Professor Roark, who has been James and one daughter, Mary. lor of electrical engineering degree 

teaching in the College of Engi- Woods is a member of the Amer- from Marquette University in 1945 

necring for nearly forty years is a ican Institute of Electrical Engi- while still in service. He completed 

highly respected figure in the en- neers and the Sales Executive Club his work for his M.S. degree at 

gineering world. In addition to his of Cleveland. He lives at 3866 the University of Wisconsin and 

devotion to the education of young Strandhill Road, Cleveland, Ohio. obtained his Ph. D. from the same 

engineers, he is recognized as an Fifteen outstanding college stu- university in 1950. 

outstanding consultant for indus- dents working for their doctor’s de- Joining General Electric in 1948, 

grees were named today to receive Saline devoted his efforts until 1953 

Sa the 1956 Bell Telephone Labora- primarily to the field of power- 

1 tories Graduate Fellowships. systems engineering. In 1953 he 

Brown S The fellowships, awarded for the was assigned to operations re- 

first time this year, were estab- search in the analytical-engineer- 

Book Shop lished to encourage study and re- ing section of the company’s Ap- 

search in engineering and science paratus Sales Division and from 

@ Steiff Animals related to communications technol- November 15, 1954 until Septem- 

@ Bucky Badger Tie Clasps ogy. Each fellowship is for one — ber 1, 1955 was analyst with the 

; rie heiee oe year and carries a grant of $2,000 Project Analysis section of G-E’s 

© Bucky Badger Pins for the fellow and another $2,000 Research Laboratory. 

®@ Wisconsin Garters for tuition, fees and other costs of Charles R. Dunfee was appointed 

: i sis the academic institution he selects as Manager of the New York office, 

e Sree Shiite for his study. ; _ Jack and Heintz, Inc., one of the 

® Pennants Donald L. Dietmeyer, 23, of nation’s leading designers and 

@ Brief Cases 1341 Prospect Ave., Wausau, Wis., manufacturers of electric and hy- 

@ Fountain Pens received his B.S. degree in elec- draulic accessories for aircraft. 

; ean trical engineering in 1954 and his Mr. Dunfee will be responsible 

mess Sets M.S. in 1955, both from the Uni- for sales and service functions at 
® Circular Slide Rules . ae . 
© Pelican Pens versity of Wisconsin. He plans to all aircraft customers in the Com- 

@ Pencil Pointers do his Ph.D. work there on the — pany’s Northeastern District. END 
@ Wisconsin Blankets design and construction of digital ——— 

5% Cash Rebate computers. He expects to work on A recently patented device for 

* the analysis and synthesis of se- the rescue of downed aviators, or 

5 quential switching circuits. others, at sea consists of a spherical 

BROWN S Harold R. Leland, 24, of 1426 “capsule” which can be dropped 
Grand Ave., Wausau, Wis., re- from a rescue plane and into which 

Book Shop Inc. ceived his B.S. and M.S. degrees the man in the water can crawl. 

673 — STATE STREET — 712 in electrical engineering from the Provision is made for hooking the 
University of Wisconsin in 1954. capsule from a rescuing plane. 
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re A new Cra 1S beginning eek . 

6 “As I review the progress in aeronautics within so short a span, and marvel 

at the complex aircraft of today, I call it an achievement little short of miraculous. 

cae “Today, electronically-guided planes take off and land without human touch. 

Lethal sky missiles seek and destroy invisible targets with uncanny precision. And still other 

fantastic achievements in both man-controlled and pilotless flight are now in the offing. : i 

/ “When men go to the moon and planets, electronically-controlled skycraft will take them ‘ / 

there. Aviation maps will be studded with stars as well as with cities. New developments 

in aeronautics will go on and on, Success opportunities and careers will continue to develop f 

for ambitious young men in this exciting field where a new era is beginning’’* . 

. 
LEE De FOREST 

oo _ Appropriately qualified to speak for aeronautics and 

= _ other fields in which his own scientific achievements 

E -— play an important part, Dr. Lee de Forest gives help- 

a _ ful counsel to young graduates headed for successful, -eiaimaa . 

- rewarding careers. - a . ™ 

|. His expression, “a new era is beginning,’ has parti- ——— = 

cular significance at Northrop, world leader in the | a _. => 

~ design, development and production of all-weather , - 

and pilotless aircraft. ; : : a _ . ; 

( At Northrop, permanent positions are available that a 
i : 

a 

‘ - offer full play for individual talent and ambition. Here : e : 2 -. wl “A 4 

Re the graduate engineer will find interesting assign- L oe wa Ee . 

ments for which he is best fitted. Surroundings are te ar Oo ) i 4 

ie attractive, co-workers congenial, opportunities for 4 _ (j A 

: advancement unceasing, the compensation good. eer. ....Urlrlrmrmr 4 

For detailed information regarding specific openings ; . ~. ee 4 

in your field of specialization, write Manager of Engt- = 0 
neering Industrial Relations, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., a — | “ 

1001 East Broadway, Hawthorne, California. a 

A NorTHROP py 
Pioneers in All Weather and Pilotless Flight A a ~ oie : 

: - jj ; 

_ se i 

*A statement by j We 

Dr. Lee de Forest, 
pioneer in radio. q ; 
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patylime PAPER [| | |] | i‘ iy T| oF 

and « | We ‘A 
lftime CHROME ; — ™ ob do po A 

_A.. ” i ae | og 

1 bie FF gia: Tw sh : “TV. \. fe 4 ee 
4 1 fame £7 1 we MT aN pig: » A . eo ae | 2 hh! 

or 1 : - —— iy ae eS : 

| r . \ Maybe you can’t see the connection between paper and hand- 
¢ some chrome plating—but it’s there. Like so many things, 

both products begin with chemistry—and alkalies are indis- 
pensable to both. 

\ Allied Chemical’s Solvay Process Division is a leading pro- 
ducer of alkalies—like caustic soda and soda ash used in 
papermaking. Another Allied Division, Mutual Chemical, uses 

. . soda ash in the making of chromium chemicals, such as 
HERE'S HOW THEY'RE chromic acid for plating. 

A I / | ba D Because Allied’s seven divisions are foremost producers of 
chemicals, there are scores of cases where two or more divi- 
sions team up to contribute to a finished product or to serve 
a particular industry. 

Allied Chemical altogether turns out more than 3,000 products. 
Seen or unseen, they’re helping everyone who makes, grows 
or uses things—that is, you. 

DIVISIONS: 
Barrett General Chemical 7 
Mutual Chemical National Aniline Li: 
Nitrogen Semet-Solvay Wire 
Solvay Process + International hemical 
Allied to serve you better L 

a BROADWAY, NEW YORK 6, N. Y. 
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Another page for WI) Gat ER UT 

gs | How to get longer 
roller and belt life 

ae lala e 
aoe In a conveyor system 
we ee 

eal \ ' \ Engineers had to find a way to reduce costly friction 

li ; pee La ; th e . , ) and wear on rollers and idlers in designing this big 

oa i Nes a conveyor system. It handles up to 3,300 tons of ore 

4 1) j o >> ore per hour on each of two 54” belts traveling at more 

(4 ee, ] q 4 Pe. — than 500 feet per minute. Their solution: Mounting 

tea Wa hy the idlers on Timken® tapered roller bearings. 
Po if xy A. oF Result: reduced friction, less sliding and scuffing 

bee | SAS“ between idlers and belts, longer roller and belt life. 

Wi ° 
True rolling motion, a. 

hi h ee e il 
igh precision practically i 

e e e e 

eliminate friction —< ry 

O All lines drawn coincident with the working surfaces 

of the rollers and races of Timken bearings meet at vf 

a common point on the bearing axis. This means | 
Timken bearings are designed by geometrical law 
to have true rolling motion. And they’re manufac- 

tured with great accuracy to live up to their design. 
Result: Timken bearings practically eliminate fric- 

tion, give longer bearing life, keep conveyors roll- 

ing smoothly. 

e 
Want to learn more about bearings 

° ene 
_ or job opportunities? 

Lo _ .. | Many of the engineering prob- Timken bearings. And for infor- 
: | \ lems you'll face after graduation mation about the excellent job 

is | a \ willinvolve bearing applications. opportunities atthe Timken Com- 
Aa, For help in learning more about pany, write for a copy of “This 
A a 4 bearings, write for the 270-page Is Timken”. The Timken Roller 
7 Lo . General Information Manual on Bearing Company, Canton 6, O. 

A Pe 

QO , OF pom) NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER C> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER o> 

TED DEADIAI Va Nes BEARING TAKES RADIAL q) AND THRUST ~O~ LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION —}< 
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS fay 

Ye 
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Sailing in the Park Avenue boom. Or a series of diamond stays 

on the side of the boom could provide a means of 
(Continued from page 13) causing the boom to assume an infinite number of dif- 

with varying degrees of sharpness at various heights. ferent curvatures. The only trouble with this system is 

There are an infinite number of possibilities, and to that it would require all the Stays to be re-adjusted 
even begin to discuss them would lengthen this article each time the boat came about. See Fig. 10 for all 
to an impractical degree. However, we can apply this methods. 
principle to the boom, where it is even more important 

to control the shape of the sail (because the curvature 2= [ab ee be jt fd LIers \ 
is essentially fore and aft, rather than vertical, due to 
the horizontal nature of the wind flow). Park Avenue boom-long center track slides on cross-tracks. 

One can still control the draft of the sail at the boom 

by using the same principles: A curvature concave - - : cotvstebk steps 

upwards, with the center of the boom down, results ft 4 WA Ji LN LL. ie 
in a flatter sail; and of course reversing the curvature SO YT oe eee 

adds to the draft of the sail. This can be accomplished 
by putting jumper stays on the boom (as is done in Boom with wire—small adjustable wires control long wire. 

some Star boats), but an easier way is to vary the lead 

of the mainsheet. For normal sailing have a heavy, rigid - 

boom that will remain straight. When the wind is heavy, ST — 

use a limber boom and lead your sheet from the central OE EES 

part of the spar. The pull of the sail will then cause the ~ 

outer end to move upwards, resulting in the desired Series of diamond stays make various curvatures possible. 

curvature (at the expense of leverage for the sheet.) Fig. 10—All top views. 

In light airs, use a very limber boom with a single . . ae . . . 

sheet leading from the extreme outer end. The sail will One: ok ithe most useful auxiliary racing lines is a 

pull up on the center of the boom and the sheet will vang, A vang » a ane attached fe the center of the 
Sve 3 3 boom (or slightly forward of center) and used to pull 

pull down on the end, causing it to take the desired 5 . a. A 
Ronis downward euEVAtIES, See Fig 9. downward and flatten the sail when sailing downwind 

or on a reach. Another functional but seldom thought 

of use would be to trim down hard while sailing to 
Coe — : A 7? windward in a heavy breeze, thus pulling down the 

Nonmas wind. Aro Boon A of center of the boom and preventing the sail from 

becoming too full. 

Another useful line is the topping lift, running from 
Bem tr 7 pe Sa % the truck of the mast to the outer end of the boom. 

ee a It can be used to hoist the boom a little in very light 
sheet airs, thus taking the weight of the boom off of the sail 

Weave winosimerh 00m KET 1£ADs from Cenex and letting the sail hang fuller, 

_ hie ee oon Still another method of controlling draft is found on 

ot ee ee ee _ some class C scows. The last 2 feet of sail track are not 
gas 6 Z, fastened firmly to the boom, but are mounted on a 

Leer WRMO LUBED BBbpenen POP wnsins wemnee " shsheeh vertical screw thread which allows them to be cranked 

up. See Fig. 11. This loosens the after edge of the sail 

Fig. 9:-=All side ‘views, and allows the boom to drop, pulling out the pocket or 

draft and flattening the sail. 
Another and more revolutionary means of controlling 

draft with the boom is to control the horizontal vari- ( ThAcr 

ance of the bottom of the sail. This was first done with Hine.5D 
the famous Park Avenue boom, which had a long fore = 

and aft track resting on numerous cross-tracks. By put- $ < Boon 
ting stops on the cross-tracks, the bottom of the sail $ 
could be made to assume any desired curvature. See 

Fig. 10. Other means of accomplishing the same thing Fig. 11 

are to have the sail fastened to a wire running the c 

length of the boom, The wire can be tightened or There are other, more unconventional ideas on the 

slackened, flattening or bellying the sail, and small ad- subject of controlling sail draft, but these are the more 
justable wires spaced along the boom and attached to \idely used methods. 

the fore and aft wire would give the same control found , END 
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— "100,000 — 
: ALLISON ENGINES 

| . 10,000 a 3 1931-1956 

ee . sf | 

25,000 Lai aS 

| 

sojeleley fr 

ee ee 
— Se lLUhL ell ee 

et ea le ED 

lolekeee | | . | | 

Today's powerful turbo-jet and turbo-prop engines Now, Allison is in the midst of a $75 million ex- 

are a far cry from the aircraft engines of a mere 10 pansion program in engineering research and de- 

years ago. velopment facilities. Completion of the program will 

But we've hardly scratched the surface. We're still give Allison one of the world’s most complete, best- 

pioneering. equipped, centers for the development of new, high 

Sure, the sound barrier’s been cracked. But, who performance turbo-prop and turbo-jet aircraft en- 

knows, perhaps in the next 10 years we'll be flying at gines. This opens new and unlimited opportunities 

speeds 2 or 3 times the speed of sound. Newer, more for young graduate engineers, for the program— 

complex, more powerful engines ARE in the offing. financed by General Motors—creates an immediate 

There’ll be new fields to conquer. For instance, the need for a 40% increase in engineers. 

thermal barrier! 
Allison, a pioneer in the design, development and xy oe X& 

production of aircraft engines, now is working on 

advanced design turbine engines to meet future re- Want to know more about YOUR career oppor- 

quirements . . . whatever they might be. Proven fea- tunities at Allison? Why not arrange now for an 

tures of engines like the Allison J71 and T56 may be interview with our representative on your campus. Or, 

adapted to the engines of tomorrow. Allison engines write for information about the challenging work 

of the future will be backed up with worlds of ex- awaiting you at Allison: Engineering College Con- 

perience gained in the development and production tact, Allison Division, General Motors Corporation, 

of its first 100,000 aircraft engines. Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 
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So You Think You’ O Ou in ou re ga 
! Le Hl SMART! » AF 

“ 

YZ yy 7 
by Sneedly, bs’60 « 

Due to circumstances beyond his control (this 
sounds like last month), namely, the Engineering Ex- 
position, Sneedly is unable to present the solutions to 
last’ months problems. However, the solutions to the 
following problems will definitely appear in the May 
issue of the The Wisconsin Engineer. (Sneedly swears Think about this and figure out the true facts, decid- 
to this fact with his right hand over his slide rule). ing who was right and who was wrong. What would 

Sneedly’s first problem this month was solved by him happen if twice as many people were walking one way while he was doing research work on the problem of as there were walking the other? What would happen 
birth control in house flys at Westnorthern State. if those walking South averaged three miles an hour 

There are a number of house flys lving side by side and the others averaged four miles an hour? 
in straight line long the bottom of a hog trough. There In his physics class the other day Sneedly was asked 
were half as many yesterday. There will be twice as by his instructor to give four different ways of turning 
many tomorrow; for, owing to the force of circum- a glass of water upside down without spilling the water. 
stances, the number of house flys doubles every day. Sneedly mystified his instructor by giving six different 

At this rate the entire hog trough will be full of ways, each based on a different natural law. How many 
horse flys in just 57 days. But what Sneedly was asked can you give? 
to solve was this: In how many days will the hog Sneedly’s girl friend, Gertrude, has disappeared. Can 
trough be just exactly half-full of house flys? Sneedly you help the University police find her? They have 
solved it. Can you? nothing to go on except a few torn scraps of paper 

Ole, Pierre, Juan, and Fred are four engineers that — which they've succeeded in pasting together, and some 
are working part-time as cab drivers to try to earn a__ facts gathered from Sneedly. 
living. They are going fare-hunting tomorrow on one The facts: Gertrude never had more than two dresses 
of the Madison streets. The street has no traffic lights at a time. Actually, she seldom had more than one, as 
and they estimate that equal numbers of pedestrians she was in the habit of selling her old dress shortly 
walk in cach direction, at an average of four miles an _ after she bought a new one. Her new dress was always 
hour. a different color from the old. 

Ole says: “You boys are crazy to use up gas cruising The notes (in Gertrude’s own handwriting). I sold 
around all the time. I’m going to park beside the curb my old dress today before running away. B. The dress 
until a fare comes along.” I bought before the one I got yesterday was blue. C. 

Pierre says: “I’m going to cruise up and down at four The dress I sold before buying the dress I got yester- 
miles an hour, and Ll have twice your chance of pick- day was brown. D. The dress I sold before I bought the 
ing up a fare.” dress I got before buying the one yesterday was green, 

Juan says: “Eight miles an hour for me, up and down E. The dress I bought yesterday is the same color as 
the street; and [ll have twice the chance of either of the one I sold after buying the brown one. What color 
you.” dress was Gertrude wearing when she ran away? What 

Fred says: “I'm going to average twelve miles an hour color dress did she buy yesterday? What color was the 
and [I'll have twice as much chance as Juan of getting oldest dress referred to in the notes that she left? What 
a fare.” was the color of the first dress she mentioned buying? 
66 
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binati f ! a combination...for game! 
° ° os ° ° 

laminated plastics...a combination of properties for trouble-shy designers 

soo eee eure ee ee 
When a man goes a-hunting for a combination material ee -« ae 

for a specific application, he wants a material that satisfies poe eh ae | 7 Py, a: a & 
the property requirements . . . and is easy to machine. Ears +“ 4 | AU A) | 
Synthane laminated plastic is just the material—plenty gt OR - tN 

of good mechanical, electrical, electronic and chemical ee ee es = Wi yo 
properties...combined with excellent machining and fab- pee 8 ee eee 
ricating characteristics. 

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH HIGH STRENGTH-TO- 
oe . WEIGHT RATIO 

Synthane terminal insulators must meet high prop- . 5 . 

4 erty and machining standards. They must have high Ba oe Bee ee 
ry dielectric strength in a machinable insulator, good ¢ 39 i 7 8 - a 
os) moisture resistance, excellent arc resistance, good CS "i Pony a a Lf), Le 

é ut heat resistance and mechanical strength. This insu- bog . 7 Pe ey oe 

af lator and similar parts can be fabricated at the er. ND i x > | 

a Synthane plant with no waste, no problems to the Lo oe  - LC 

purchaser. mop Ss boo ed 

EASILY MACHINED DIMENSIONAL STABILITY 

ecnicat ...send for complete catalog and fabricating data, ¥ l ‘ I H: Al VE 

puastics iS 

SYNTHANE CORPORATION, 13 RIVER ROAD, OAKS, PA. 
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Getting a joke column is fun, but it’s no picnic. Kissing is just so much chemistry, according to Doug- 

If we don't print jokes, we are too serious. las Walkington, a chemist for Canadian Industries. It 
If we print jokes, we are silly. has to do with a craving for salt. ; ; 

2 : . The cave man found that salt helped him cool off 
If we take from other magazines, we are too lazy, - 

tonmHEE thenalFeelves “in the summer heat. He found, too, that he could get 

2 Ss ere ra . . salt by licking his neighbor’s cheek. Also that it was 
If we don’t print contributions, we don’t appreciate more interesting if the neighbor was of the opposite 

true genius. sex 

If we do print them, the pages are full of junk. Then everybody forgot about salt. 

And now, like as not, someone will say we stole these eee 

from some other magazine. 

We did. The girl was through with her bath and was just 
20° stepping onto the scales to weigh herself, Her husband 

. happened to return home at this time and entered 
A professor sought admission to the pearly gates. through the back door. Seeing what his wife was doing 

“Who are you?” Saint Peter asked. as he passed the bathroom door, he exclaimed, “Well, 
“Iam a college professor.” dear, how many pounds today?” Without turning her 
“What do you want?” head, she replied, “I'll take 50 pounds today, and don’t 

“I want to get in.” you dare pinch me with those tongs.” 

“What have you done that entitles you to admission?” re P 

“Well, I saw a decrepit old senior on campus the Life is like that. You usually hear about the man 
other day and I gave him two cents.” who hits the jackpot, but the fellows who built up the 

“Gabriel, is that on the records?” pot are unknown. 
# - 4 eae 
Yes, Saint Peter. 

“What else have you done?” A farmer had ten employees on his farm, and as none 

“Well, the other night I gave a starving freshman a of them were as energetic as the farmer thought they 
penny.” should be, he hit upon a plan which he believed would 

ssi 4 si h heir lazy habits. 
“Gabriel, is that on the records? Sune u em ote er azy ha us “« . “« 2 5 . Men,” he said one morning, “I have a nice, easy 
Yes, Saint Peter. job for the laziest man on the farm. Will the laziest 

“Well, Gabriel, what do you think we ought to do man step forward?” 

with this guy?” “Why don’t you step to the front with the rest,” in- 
“Give him back his three cents and tell him to go quired the farmer of the remaining one. 

to hell.” “Too much trouble,” came the reply. 
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CONSISTENCY, FIRMNESS AND STABILITY; important characteristics not only for toothpaste but for 

many pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, and other preparations, can be obtained with purified Hercules® 

cellulose gum. An unusually effective water-binder, Hercules cellulose gum has exceptionally high 

purity (99.5-++%) and meets the specifications of the Toilet Goods Association. 
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FROM SHIPPING CONTAINERS to individual packages, Hercules paper PLASTIC-COATED DUPLEX WIRE is used in this type of electric blasting 

making chemicals play an important role in improving performance. cap assembly. The insulation has to be particularly tough since the 

Kymene® wet-strength resin, for example, can “weather-proof” wire assembly is used to lower charges of explosives into blast holes 

corrugated boxes while Aquapel® or one of Hercules’ many grades of 100 feet or more in depth. The plastic coating on these wires is 

rosin size provide water resistance and an improved printing surface. Hercules Hercocel® E, providing excellent insulating properties, 

Solving difficult paper sizing problems has been a Hercules specialty good flexibility, and other physical characteristics to meet rugged 

for more than forty years. field requirements. 

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY 

068 Market St, Wilmington 99, Del. Sales Offices in Principal Cities A 7D R¢ l ] / 1D SY 

SYNTHETIC RESINS, CELLULOSE PRODUCTS, CHEMICAL COTTON, TERPENE CHEMICALS, 

ROSIN AND ROSIN DERIVATIVES, CHLORINATED PRODUCTS, OXYCHEMICALS, 

656-2 EXPLOSIVES, AND OTHER CHEMICAL PROCESSING MATERIALS CHEMICAL MATERIALS FOR INDUSTRY 
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v) aven€ we met 

Som ew f ere 

Before: 
IF NOT? WE HAVE NOW. 

I'm Sneedly, and I represent the Wisconsin 
\ eee Engineer. Not that I want to brag, but now that 

Cs we've met for the first time you'll want to be see- 
ing us again in the future. So why not get your 
own subscription to our magazine. Just send in 
the subscription blank provided below. Oh yes, 

\// 1 don’t forget to send along the money. 

/) AYNY0000 

To: THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

333 Mechanical Engineering Bldg. 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

1 wish to subscribe to your magazine for ...... year(s) at the rate of $1.25 for eight issues, or the special 
rate of $4.00 for 4 years. 
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ENGINEERS... 

LOOK TEN YEARS AHEAD: 

7 ae cen re ee : Da eo y 

is ee Aa aes ee Le! Foie _, 

eas he Oe A ra ae 4 ee, 

eM Tae wae * 

on FA. uethe oa a" 

e “ 2 a 

Se a . ic ee. é se 

ee ee . fo aeees ee 

yo A Douglas engineer lives here 

Ce ° . . 
 . Will your income and location 

<p) . : 
f allow you to live in a home 

Be foe like this...spend your 
ee NG ; : : ; =o eo leisure time like this? 

ewe They can...if you start your 
“ee scareer now at Douglas! 

2 A Aas Bite 

Take that ten year ahead look. There’s the men who have engineered the finest 

a fine career opportunity in the engi- aircraft and missiles on the American 

neering field you like best waiting for scene today. And you'll have every 

you at Douglas. prospect that ten years from now you'll 

And what about the Douglas Aircraft be where you want to be career-wise, 

Company? It’s the biggest, most suc- | money-wise and location-wise. 

cessful, moet stable unit in one of the Brochures and employment applications are 
fastest growing industries in the world. available at your college placement office 

It has giant military contracts involv- 5 . ss 
. f th a 5 For further information about opportunities 

ang some of the most exciting projects with Douglas at Santa Monica, El Segundo and 

ever conceived...yet its commercial Long Beach, California and Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
business is greater than that of any write today to: 

other aviation company. DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, ING, 
The Douglas Company’s size and C. C, LaVene, 3000 Ocean Park Blyd. 

variety mean that you'll be in the Santa Monica, California 

work you like best —side by side with “ 4 

sa DOUGLAS Ue Ss 
\& G First in Aviation 

MAY, 1956 "EL
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INDUSTRIES THAT MAKE AMERIGA GREAT nF iu — legge 

TEXTILES... 7 rrr c lwUCUCUW,, OPO 

Hh by LL SPINNING FABULOUS YARNS i 
fr “ 

= Ne — 

The textile industry—through its variety freed us from any dependence upon im- whose experience with steam extends over 
of processes and products—plays one of ports such as silk. Concentrated develop- nearly a century, has long been a contribu- 
the most significant roles in the everyday ment of the industry’s manufacturing pro- tor to textile industry progress. B&W 
lives and activities of all Americans. To- cesses has brought new techniques and boilers and associated equipment are being 
day, efficient men, methods and machines methods to improve and speed up the improved constantly as B&W’s research 
produce yarns and fabrics for an almost transformation of raw fiber into finished and engineering facilities devote time, ef- 
endless list of products of which clothing, material. fort and money to help make better boilers 
carpets, drapes, tires, belting, shoes and But not content with the dynamic prog- for all industry. The Babcock & Wilcox 
furniture are but a sample. With hearten- ress already made, the textile industry is Company, Boiler Division, 161 East 42nd 
ing regularity, textile manufacturing ad- continuing to reinvest earnings to insure Street, New York 17, N. Y. 
vances are being made, new fibers and further advances. It is enlisted—with its N-205 
blends created, and new applications de- suppliers and processors—in a never-end- sruremmn init ~ 
veloped. ing effort toimprove machines and methods. Oe eS SS 

Pacing textile industry progress is an An important requirement in this second | BABCOCK | ey 
intensive research program. Synthetics now largest industry in America is steam, used v & WILCO {Xe 
are as familiar and serviceable as cotton, in textile plants for power, processing and g ane > 4 oS so1ter 
wool and other natural fibers, and have heating. The Babcock & Wilcox Company, eee Cl DIVISION 
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In the Arma Visual Computer, a single control selects the 1 & ye —: Lg: 
desired chart from as many as 700 photo slides. Each slide me j oy 5 — 
contains punched code holes which automatically tune in  » boring y | 
the corresponding Omni Bearing Distance station. The | |» Vu Seek “sf > Amp 
image of the plane is governed by a combination of the [ij Jy. >. Aig 
radio signals and the plane’s gyro instruments. ~~ ee 

D ; ‘ i Photography teams with clectronics and adds 

Now a visual computer pictures a plane’s So again we see photography at work helping 
precise position and heading on projected to improve operations—doing it for commercial 

photos of aeronautical maps. aviation just as it does for manufacturing and 

distribution. 

Arma Division, American Bosch Arma Corp., Photography works in many ways for all kinds 
working with the Air Navigation Development of business, large and small. It is saving time, 
Board and C.A.A., has developed a valuable new saving money, bettering methods. 

aid in air navigati sine photography. a : . 
aid in air navigation using p erepny: . This is why graduates in the: physical sciences 

With it the pilot, high above the weather, flicks and in engineering find photography an important 

a switch and before him appeatssamap of thearea too] in their new occupations. Its expanding use 
he’s over. On the screen a tiny shadow of a plane has also created many challenging opportunities 
mv and shows exactly where he is, where he’s at Kodak, especially in the development of large- 
heading and whether he’s on course. scale chemical processes and the design of com- 

This spells added certainty. Even more! It can _ plex precision mechanical-electronic equipment. 
mean savings in time and money, too. For the _ If you are interested in these opportunities, write 

flight can proceed by plan rather than by dog-legs__ to Business and Technical Personnel Department, 
on the beams. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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—=— YY For a professional career with business responsi- cc Y ae rt bility, investigate G.E.’s Apparatus Sales Training | MAIL COUPON FOR FULL INFORMATION i. 
— » Program. You’re trained in the branch of industrial 

Le - 

i. B . . : : 
a 

[| selling most suited to your interests and spies, | G. E. MULLIN, JR. te - i. to be a Sales Engineer, Application Engineer, APPARATUS SALES TRAINING PROGRAM LE 
i. Product Specialist, or Field SUMETVEOT. % | GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY foe 
( 

tive i e of the Company 
a 

i As a G-E representative in on thi | 
: > 

i 
5 ‘ 

, NEW YORK bo 

_. | 147 Apparatus Sales Offices in key cities, you work SCHENECTADY 5, i  .] with customers to determine what design, new | Ploasecsend mie: yoursdesciptive bullatn-ow We:Apbacies a | development or system will best serve their needs. Sales Training Program, GEZ-515A. | oS The program offers—in addition to exciting district | 
F | 

_ : © ~ eas + ’ 
. ,. 

work-—career opportunities in the Company’s 
. ‘4 

CS headquarters marketing and sales operations. 9567 DEGREE (| i *ILLUSTRATION: Sales Engineer and customers discuss turbine rotor | OR L construction. Glasses are factory safety measure. i 
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